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ABSTRACT

DC to dc static power conditioning systems on unmanned

spacecraft have as their inputs highly fluctuating dc voltages

which they condition to regulated dc voltages. These input volt-

ages may be less than or greater than the desired regulated volt-

ages. Also, these systems should have high reliability, small

size and weight, and high efficiency. This dissertation discus-

ses the design of two circuits which address specific problems

in the design of these power conditioning systems and a nonlinear

analysis of one of the circuits.

One area of concern in spacecraft power conditioning

systems is the low reliability of large-capacitance capacitors

commonly used in the L-section or pure-capacitance output filters

of dc to dc converters. In spacecraft applications these capaci-

tors are usually tantalum electrolytic capacitors and are nor-

mally the least reliable electronic component. The first circuit

design discussed is for a nondissipative active ripple filter for

dc supplies which uses an operational amplifier to amplify the

sensed ripple voltage. The output of the amplifier is connected

to the primary winding of a mutual inductor which has its second-

ary connected in series with the main power path. The closed-
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loop gain and phase shift of the amplifier are designed so that

the voltage on the secondary of the mutual inductor is of the

same amplitude and phase as the ripple voltage at the input to

the filter. The secondary voltage has the effect of cancelling

the ripple voltage. One configuration of the ripple filter re-

quires only 4.87 yF and has approximately the same attenuation

as a low pass L-section filter with a break frequency of 100 Hz

requiring 84 times more capacitance. The small required capaci-

tance for this filter can be obtained using the more reliable

ceramic capacitors.

Normal optimum switching for dc to dc power conditioning

circuits is in the range of 2 to 50 kHz. However, in the future,

experiments for spacecraft are anticipated which will make meas-

urements in this frequency range. Therefore, a dc to dc convert-

er operating at a switching frequency of 1 MHz is the second cir-

cuit discussed. The type of circuit chosen is an energy-storage

converter using an isolated two-winding mutual inductor as the

energy storage element and a triangular waveform clock signal to

produce a constant switching frequency of 1 MHz. This circuit

is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of operation at 1 MHz;

therefore, the design does not include self-starting and requires

several power supplies. However, the circuit operates at an out-

put power of 20 watts with a peak efficiency of 79 percent and

output-voltage regulation of approximately 1.5 percent. Because

of the high switching frequency of 1 MHz, this circuit also re-

quires less filter capacitance and should have smaller size and

(iv)



weight than lower frequency converters.

The third subject of this dissertation is a nonlinear

analysis of the type of dc to dc converter utilized in designing

the 1 MHz converter. This type of circuit adds the output volt-

age to the triangular clock signal and subtracts this sum from

the reference voltage resulting in an error voltage. The analy-

sis is performed on this error voltage assuming instantaneous

switching. The period of oscillation is divided into segments

described by linear differential equations which are represented

in a limit cycle in a normalized phase plane of the time deriva-

tive of the error voltage versus the error voltage. The theoret-

ical phase plane compares closely with an experimental phase

plane determined from a 2 kHz converter. Piecewise linear trans-

formations are made around the limit cycle to obtain two sequence

functions defining the time periods of a cycle. The accuracy of

these sequence functions is verified using data from the experi-

mental 2 kHz converter.

(v)
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this dissertation is static electrical dc

to dc power conversion for spacecraft power conditioning-systems.

The most commonly used power system on spacecraft has been and

continues to be a system which consists of a dc source and a

battery. The battery is used to store energy during periods of

high output from the source and to supply energy during periods

of low output from the source. Typical sources are fuel cells,

solar cells, thermoelectric sources, and thermionic sources.

The battery, by its nature, acts as a filter; however, the bat-

tery voltage fluctuates depending on whether it is in a fully

charged or discharged state and whether it is being charged or

discharged. The power conditioning system uses this battery as

its source and conditions the battery voltage by conversion,

regulation, and filtering to voltages which can be utilized by

the various electrical equipment aboard the spacecraft.

Unraanne*d scientific satellites are continually being de-

veloped for a variety of scientific experiments. The power con-

version equipment on each of these satellites generally has

three common requirements which are high reliability, high

(2)



efficiency, and small size and weight. Other characteristics

of the conversion equipment such as voltage levels, ripple volt-

age, switching frequency, and regulation may vary depending on

the specific tasks or experiments which must be performed.
• > . * - • , ' • • ; . ; £ •

Many of these requirements are becoming more stringent requir-

ing continued applied research to develop equipment which pro-

vides the characteristics required by the increasingly more so-

phisticated experiments.

Scope

One area of concern in spacecraft power conditioning

systems is the low reliability of large-capacitance capacitors

commonly used in the L-section or pure-capacitance output fil-

ters of dc to dc converters. Capacitors greater than a few mi-

crofarads in value require the use of electrolytic capacitors.

In spacecraft applications, tantalum electrolytic capacitors

are used. These capacitors are normally the least reliable

electronic component on the spacecraft and thus affect the over-

all reliability of the power conditioning system significantly.

Chapter II discusses the design of a nondissipative active fil-

ter which uses an operational amplifier to amplify the sensed

ripple voltage. The output of the amplifier is "connected to ~ "

the primary winding of a mutual inductor which has its second-

ary connected in series with the main power path. The closed-

loop gain and phase shift of the operational amplifier are



designed so that the voltage on the secondary of the mutual in-

ductor is of the same amplitude and phase as the ripple voltage

at the input to the filter. The voltage on the secondary of

the mutual inductor thus has the effect of cancelling the rip-

ple voltage. This filter requires only a few microfarads of

capacitance and uses the more reliable ceramic type of capaci-

tor achieving approximately the same attenuation characteristic

as an L-section filter requiring hundreds of microfarads. The

design procedures and experimental characteristics are given in

detail in Chapter II.

The normal optimum switching frequency for dc to dc

electrical power conversion considering size and weight, reli-

.ability and efficiency is in the approximate range of two to

fifty kHz. In the near future, however, it is anticipated that

spacecraft experiments will include electromagnetic measure-

ments at frequencies up to hundreds of kilohertz. In order that

the spacecraft power conditioning equipment not interfere with

the experimental measurements, it becomes necessary to design

the switching frequencies of the power conditioning equipment at

least as high as 1 MHz. This design presents many problem areas

such as obtaining semiconductor diodes and transistors with ade-

quately fast switching speeds and designing circuits which can

effectively utilize these switching speeds. Core materials must

be found which can be used to design transformers that operate

efficiently at switching frequencies at least as high as 1 MHz.

These problems are discussed in Chapter III where the design of



a basic dc to dc converter operating at a constant frequency of

1 MHz is discussed in detail. The design does not include an

automatic starting circuit and requires several auxiliary sup-

plies; however, the basic objective to operate a converter at a

switching frequency of 1 MHz with reasonable efficiency is dem-

onstrated. This converter is designed with electrical isolation

between the source and the load and operates with good effi-

ciency and a maximum output power of 20 watts. The output power

can be increased simply by increasing the base drive to the

power transistor. This converter provides a regulated output

voltage of 28 volts while operating with a source voltage varia-

tion from 21 to 31 volts. The high switching frequency of this

converter enables the designer to use the more reliable capaci-

tors of only a few microfarads, therefore offering a second pos-

sible means for reducing the output filter capacitance in dc to

dc converters.

Every new spacecraft seems to generate a new set of re-

quirements for its power conditioning system. The challenge to

design these systems is greatly aided by an analytical ability

to predict the performance of the circuits used in the systems

prior to designing them. There are a number of different types

of circuits used for dc to dc energy conversion and only a small

number of these have been thoroughly analyzed. A complete analy-

sis of converters which utilize switching techniques usually re-

quires nonlinear analysis. Chapter IV of this dissertation con-

tains a nonlinear analysis of the error voltage for the type of



dc to dc converter circuit used for the 1 MHz converter in Chap-

ter III. The basic regulation concept of the converter is ver-

ified by the analysis and by an experimental confirmation of the

analysis using a converter operating at a frequency of 2 kHz.

The analysis assumes instantaneous switching and divides the

full period of oscillation into segments which are described by

linear differential equations. These equations are represented

in the phase plane by segments of continuous curves and instan-

taneous switching is represented by jumps. This converter has a

triangular waveform as a clock signal which results in nonauto-

nomous differential equations which cannot be directly plotted

in the phase plane; however, an approximation is used which

makes the equations autonomous. These equations and analytic

expressions for the jumps at switching are used to perform piece-

wise linear transformations from point to point around the limit

cycle resulting in a pair of sequence functions. These sequence

functions are expressed in terms of the known circuit parameters

and unknown time periods of the limit cycle. An experimental

limit cycle for a circuit operating at 2 kHz and the theoretical

phase-plane trajectory compare very closely. The accuracy of

the sequence functions is also verified by the experimental data.

The analysis thus shows that systems with triangular driving

functions can be analyzed using the method of piecewise linear

transformations in the phase plane.

Chapter V provides a summary of the work described in the

dissertation and describes certain conclusions concerning this

work.



Chapter II

NONDISSIPATIVE ACTIVE FILTER FOR DC SUPPLIES

Power sources used on spacecraft typically produce

widely-fluctuating dc voltages which cannot be used directly to

supply electronic equipment. Consequently, dc to dc converters

are employed to provide the various regulated dc supply voltages

required by the spacecraft equipment. These converters must be

capable of meeting very stringent requirements such as tightly-

regulated output voltages with small ripple voltage, high oper-

ating efficiency, high reliability, small size, and low weight.

Nondissipative switching-mode converters instead of series-dis-

sipative or shunt-dissipative regulators are commonly used be-

cause they are more efficient when applied to systems with

widely-fluctuating input voltages and because they can be used

to obtain regulated voltage levels higher than the source volt-

age [1]. The output current of a switching-mode converter usu-

ally includes rapid large-amplitude changes which require a sig-

nificant amount of filtering. Dc to dc converters commonly op-

erate at switching frequencies in the range of two to fifty kHz

and, in order to achieve high efficiencies, require output fil-

ters with nondissipative dc paths. Nondissipative L-section or

pure-capacitance filters are commonly used to provide the

(7)



filtering required to produce smooth dc voltages. In the fre-

quency range of two to f if ty kHz, these filters require large

amounts of capacitance.

In order to provide these large amounts of capacitance

the designer is required to use electrolytic capacitors. These

large-microfarad dc filter capacitors are less than ideal in

satellite static power converter applications. They occupy a

large volume and have a relatively low reliability compared to

low-microfarad capacitors, such as ceramic, mica, and solid tan-

talum, and other circuit components. In applications such as

spacecraft where size and weight are important factors, the type

of capacitor which is usually chosen from among the many differ-

ent types currently available is the dry slug or wet slug tan-

talum electrolytic capacitor which has large capacitance per

unit volume. However, these capacitors tend to fail due to in-

herent dielectric breakdown, internal heating, and electrolyte

leakage particularly in the severe operating conditions of outer

space [ 2 , 3 , 4 ] , The low-microfarad types of capacitors have bet-

ter reliability but if used to provide hundreds of microfarads

of capacitance would occupy an exhorbitantly large volume due to

their small capacitance per unit volume. Consequently, there is

a definite need to reduce the amount of capacitance required in

the output filters of dc supplies, even by increasing circuit

complexity, so that the more reliable low-microfarad capacitors

can be used to improve filter reliability.



Various techniques for reducing the required capacitance

have been developed; however, they generally do not have dc

paths or they have dissipative elements in the dc paths [5,6],

As is later explained in Chapter III, the required capacitance

can also be reduced at the expense of other circuit performance

characteristics, such as efficiency, by going to a much higher

switching frequency in the vicinity of one MHz.

Scope

The active ripple filter configuration discussed in

this chapter has a non-dissipative dc path and operates in the

frequency range of two to fif ty kHz. It utilizes an operational

amplifier, a mutual inductor, and more reliable low-microfarad

capacitors to provide the same ripple attenuation that is ob-

tained using conventional L-section or pure-capacitance filters.

The basic principles of L-section and pure-capacitance

filters and of the active ripple filter configuration are ex-

plained using block diagrams of the converter system. Then, the

complete schematic diagram for the active ripple filter config-

uration is given along with a brief description of the purpose

of each component. The transfer characteristic of the opera-

tional amplifier is derived separately and then combined with

the remainder of the circuit to obtain an analytical transfer

function. Some circuit principles, or design considerations,

are given next which should be considered when designing an
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active ripple filter. Three types of active ripple filters all

derived from the same basic configuration are discussed. The

special case of the basic configuration which yields an active

filter having a narrow bandwidth of attenuation and its transfer

function are discussed first. Next, the special case of a wide-

bandwidth filter and its transfer function are discussed. Feed-

back is then added from the output of the wide-bandwidth filter

and a new transfer function is derived which is the third spe-

cial case with an attenuation characteristic significantly bet-

ter than the attentuation characteristic of the wide-bandwidth

filter without feedback. The theoretical and experimental char-

acteristics of each of these three active ripple filters are

discussed individually. In addition, the capacitance advantage

of the wide-bandwidth filter with feedback as compared to an L-

section filter is discussed; and some possible applications and

additional conclusions are given.

Circuit Principles

Background. Before an active filter can be designed to

attenuate the load ripple voltage generated by nondissipative

switching dc to dc converters, the manner in which this voltage

is generated should be fully understood. Fundamental examples

of three types of dc to dc switching converters are shown in

Fig. 1. Figs. l (a) and Kb) show voltage step-up and voltage

step-down energy-storage converters, respectively [7,8,9,10] ,
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In both cases, when the switch is closed, energy from the source

E is stored in the inductor L; and when the switch is opened,

the energy is released through diode D forming the current wave-

forms shown. These waveforms are subsequently filtered by ca-

pacitance C' and the L-section filter made up of L. and C,. to

produce the ripple voltage on the load RL. Fig. l(c) employs

two controlled switches which switch in such a manner as to ap-

ply the source E alternately to the primary windings of the non-

saturating transformer T. The voltage on the secondary is rec-

tified to obtain the voltage v which is filtered by C' and the

L-section filter Lf and Cf to obtain the ripple voltage on the

load R [11]. The waveform for v in Fig. l(c) is the full-wave

rectified voltage without any filtering due to C', Lf, or Cf;

and the voltage is shown to dip to zero during the finite switch-

ing times. Whereas the circuits in Figs. l(a) and l(b) generate

current waveforms which require a capacitive input filter, the

circuit in Fig. l(c) generates a full-wave rectified voltage

waveform for which a capacitance C' may not be required. In

either case, it is possible to remove the L-section filter, made

up of Lf and C_, and have a pure-capacitive filter utilizing a

single large-microfarad capacitance C'.

The nature of the ac voltage on C' is of significance

when designing the filter. This ac voltage is generated when

the capacitance charges and discharges during the switching

cycle of the converter. The converter is basically a nonlinear

circuit. A Fourier analysis of the switching waveform would
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yield a large amplitude fundamental component with the same fre-

quency as the switching frequency. The nonlinear nature of the

circuit would also produce numerous large-amplitude higher-order

harmonics. The most desirable filter is, therefore, a lowpass

filter which must be capable of passing a large direct current

and which must have a cutoff frequency less than the switching

frequency.

A basic dc to dc converter system is shown in Fig. 2 ( a ) .

The dc to dc converter is represented by the block appropriately

labelled. Capacitance C' is included as part of the converter

since many types of converters do require some output capaci-

tance. The source E is shown as well as its internal resistance

r . Inductor L_ and capacitor C,. make up the conventional L-

section filter and RT is the load resistance. The direct volt-
Li

age on C' is V'; and the converter output ripple voltage is v .
C

V +v is the complete converter output voltage. After passing
C * - .

through the filter, the direct voltage at the load RT is V; andLI

the ripple voltage is VT. In the following development of theLI

active filter, it is important to remember that the objective of

the active filter is to replace the conventional L-section fil-

ter with circuitry that: (1) passes the required direct current

with high efficiency, (2) requires only small-microfarad filter

capacitance so as to improve the filter reliability, (3) does

not significantly increase the size and weight of the filter,

and (4) achieves approximately the same ripple-voltage attenua-

tion as the L-section filter. One of the changes which must be
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made to the filter shown in Fig. 2(a) in order to meet the ob-

jectives is that the capacitance requirement for C' and Cf must

either be reduced or removed.

The basic configuration for the active ripple filter

which is discussed in this chapter is shown in Fig. 2(b). Ca-

pacitor Cf is removed and inductor Lf is replaced by mutual in-

ductor M. Capacitor C may be only a few microfarads instead of

the hundreds of microfarads required for Cf in Fig. 2(a). The

effect of the capacitance reduction is an increase in the magni-

tude of the converter output ripple v . The active ripple fil-
C

ter uses the principles of Kirchhoff's Law to reduce v to an

acceptable small amplitude for VT. The converter output rippleLI

voltage v in Fig. 2 ( b ) is sensed and regenerated, by the block
Q̂

so labelled, on the primary winding N of the mutual inductor so

as to induce a voltage v on the secondary winding N . Bys s

Kirchhoff 's Lav/, v is equal to the difference between v and v
J _ i . O S

as

v_ = v -v (1)L c s

If the waveform of v is exactly the same as the waveform of v ,
S C

then v is zero. However, this condition is impractical to ob-

tain; and v... always has some magnitude. The following discus-

sion is concerned with the schematic diagram of one example of

this type of active filter and a discussion of some of the de-

sign considerations.
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The active filter circuit. The complete schematic dia-

gram for the active filter is given in Fig. 3 and the component

values are given in Table 1. In this diagram, a battery is

used to represent the dc component V of the converter output

voltage; and an ac voltage source is used to represent the con-

verter output ripple voltage v . Resistor r is the equivalent
c c

series output resistance of the converter. The dc load-current

path through the mutual inductor M and load R is indicated by

heavy lines. The operational amplifier with its associated com-

ponents is employed as the ripple sensor and regenerator re-

ferred to in Fig. 2 (b ) . Capacitor C1 is the coupling capacitor

which blocks the dc voltage V and should have a negligible ef-

fect on the ac input signal to the operational amplifier. Re-

sistor RS is the series resistance of the operational amplifier

and R is the feedback resistor. The closed-loop gain of the

amplifier is therefore approximately R^/Rg. Resistor r is the

equivalent series resistance of the primary winding N of the

mutual inductor M which has its secondary winding Nc in series
o

with the dc path. L , L , and M are the primary, secondary, andp s

mutual inductance, respectively. It should be noted that the

negative input to the amplifier is used which puts the amplifier

in the inverted mode and that the polarities of the primary and

secondary windings of the mutual inductor are therefore reversed.

Bias resistor RZ and zener diodes DZJ and D_ provide the plus

and minus voltage supplies for the amplifier. Capacitors Cg
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Table I. Components list for the active filter,

OP AMP Analog Devices Model 148A

D
Z l '

D Z 2

xs

*z

s

M

Core

4.77 yF

1N964A

28 kfi f i x e d + 5 kfi trimpot

5110 ohms

100 ohms

45 to °° ohms

52.22 ohms. _

source internal resistance

203 mH (1000 turns AWG no. 36)

6.2 mH (176 turns AWG no. 22)

34.95 mH

Magnetics, Inc. no. 55928

Permalloy powder core

Narrow bandwidth

Wide bandwidth

Wide-bandwidth
with feedback

CS

147 pF

0

0

CF

67 pF

0

0

C 2

0

0

0.1 yF

R'

0

0

5 fcfl
trimpot
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and C are used to compensate the transfer characteristic of the

amplifier. They are shown dashed because it is not always nec-

essary to utilize them. Likewise, RI and C2 may not always be

used so they are shown dashed. The functions of these compo-

nents are explained in more detail later in the chapter.

Active ripple filter power dissipation. It is important

that the active filter be essentially nondissipative. For this

reason, it is necessary to show that the load on the operational

amplifier is essentially noh-dissipative and that all other dis-

sipation is very small compared to the power passing through the

filter to the load. First, the load ripple voltage VT should beLI

very small so that v essentially cancels v and negligible loads c

is reflected to the primary winding N . Second, the primary in-

ductance L must have a high Q to minimize phase shift: as is ex-;
p

plained later. This means that r must be small and the dissi-
. • P

pation in r is negligible. Under these two conditions the load

on the output of the operational amplifier is essentially a pure

inductance L . The output stage of most operational amplifiers

is a class A amplifier; and, when a class A amplifier is used to

drive a pure inductive load such as L , there is no real power

delivered from the output of the amplifier. This means that the

power dissipated in the active ripple filter in Fig. 3 that is

not present in a conventional L-section filter is: (1) the negli-

gible power dissipation in R due to a nonzero v_ (2) the neg-jj LI

ligible dissipation due to r and (3) the quiescent power re-

quired by the operational amplifier and its bias sources. The
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first and second of these are usually much smaller than the

quiescent dissipation, and the quiescent dissipation is usually

much less than the dc power passing through the filter to the

load.

Derivation of the transfer function. The purpose of the

following analysis is to derive the analytical expression for

the transfer function V (s)'/V (s) between the input voltage v4-i c . c

and the output voltage VT of the filter. The analysis is pri-
AJ

marily an ac analysis and does not include any dc or transient

analyses. The transfer function K (s) for the operational am-

plifier is found first. Then a circuit analysis is performed

using K (s) to obtain the overall transfer function

VL(S)/VC(S) for the active filter.

When the operational amplifier has an open loop gain

significantly higher than the closed loop gain at all frequen-

cies of interest, the closed loop gain is assumed to be equal

to the feedback impedance Z (s) divided by the series impedance

Z (s) [12]. In the diagram of Fig. 3, Z is the combination of
0 O

C, , R,,, and C_; and Z_ is the combination of (X, and R,., so that1 o o r r r

Vs'

and

Using (2) and ( 3 ) , the transfer function K (s) of the
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operational amplifier is

v (s) z_ ( s )
(4)

• '

Since C is a coupling capacitor, it normally has a much larger

value compared with Cc; therefore Cc may be neglected in the de-
O O

nominator of (4) yielding

(1 + RFCFS)(1

As mentioned earlier, the transfer function for the op-

erational amplifier is derived on an assumption that the loop

gain, which is the difference between the open-loop gain and the

closed-loop gain of the operational amplifier is so large that

the closed-loop gain can be assumed to be equal to Z-, (s) /Z^ (s) .
t o

This assumption limits the frequency of validity of (5) to fre-

quencies well below the unity-gain-bandwidth frequency of the

amplifier. At high frequencies, the loop gain of the operational

amplifier becomes small; ctnd the ideal approximation K
OC)(

S) =

Z _ ( s ) / Z _ (s-) is no longer accurate. The Analog Devices 148A op-
F S

erational amplifier used in Fig. 3 has a unity-gain-bandwidth

product of at least 10 MHz. Since most all converters operate

at switching frequencies well below this frequency the approxi-

mation is acceptable.

The operational amplifier gain K (s) can be used to re-

late v and v^ asp c
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Vs) = Kop ( s ) Vc ( s ) (6 )

Knowing this, Fig. 3 can be analyzed to obtain the transfer

function V (s) /V ( s ) . The internal resistance of L and r are
J_i C s Cx>

in series with R along the dc path. These resistances are con-

sidered to be negligible compared to RT for all reasonable loads.LJ

Also, R™ is large with respect to typical values of RT so theft LI
current i which flows through the secondary winding N is as-

S 5

sumed to flow entirely through R which yieldsLI

v.

v

RTs L (7)

The loop equations for the secondary and primary circuits of the

mutual inductor are

V (s) = sL +RT I (s) +sMI (s)c I s iii s p
(8)

and

Vp(s) = -sMIs(s) - (9)

where V (s), V (s), I (s), and I (s) are the Laplace forms ofc p p s

the converter output voltage v , the primary voltage v , the

primary current i , and the secondary current i . Solving (8)p s

and (9) by Cramer's rule yields

I (s) =

V c(s)

V p(s)

(sLs + RL)
-sM

SM

|sL + r 1
1 P P)

sM
(10)
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Reducing the determinants in (10) yields

I0(s) =
5

~( sV rp)vc ( s ) - sMV
P

(s )

] + s 2 M '

Substituting for V (s) by using (6) yields

sL^ +r + SMK (s)
T r=i = P P OP v (s)

cfsL + R_l fsL + r 1 - S2M
I s L j [ p p j

Rearranging (12) yields

T (3) -
c l° '

f1

1 +
L

P
+ K O P ( S ) M

[ ^ J

E.gL - M 2 '

I rpRL .
s2 +

V c(s)

L Ls

.^+^. S + 1

(11)

(12)

(13)

As previously given in (7), the load ripple voltags can be ex-

pressed as VT = i,,RT in the time domain and as V_(s) = I(s)RTLi S Jj Li Li

in the Laplace form. Therefore the Laplace form of the overall

filter transfer function is

VL(S)
(14)

By substituting (13) into (14) and cancelling V (s) and RT in
C J_i

the numerator and denominator, the complete transfer function

for the active ripple filter is obtained in terms of the cir-

cuit parameters and K (s) as
°P
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VL
V

c

1 +
(s)

(s)

[ L p + K o p ( s ) M

1 ^ J

[LsLp-M 2 |
3T ^T

P f

s2 +

s

'L Lp s
p ^J

s +1

(15)

In (15) the coefficient [L L - M 2 | / f r RT1 is much smaller than{ s p ) ( p L)

[L /r 1 + [L /RT | and L /R_ « L /r . Also it was determined ex-
v. p pJ \. S L>) S LJ P P

perimentally that V (s)/V (s) is independent of the magnitude of

RT except when R_ takes values less than ten ohms. So if RT isLi L Li

allowed to approach infinity (15) yields

r L +K ( s )M*
1 +

V L ( s )

p o P

(16)
1 + —£- c=rP

Equation (5) is now substituted into (16) to obtain the approx-

imate transfer function as

. (17)
V L (S)

V (s)c

MRpCj
- 1 - -

, 1 H

r / ^p II
-. D
1 "f" Sr

P J f ^

h Rscss,

+ Rsci£

s'
W )

3j [1+ HpCpSj

Since VT =LJ , then

V L (s )

vc (s )

- V ( s ) V c ( s )
— = 1 -«•

A comparison of (17) and (18) yields

V s ( s ) MRyC, (1+RSCSS) :

V^7

P .

Rscis

(18)

(19)
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Equation (17) is the theoretical transfer function for the cir-

cuit shown in Fig. 3 excluding the components RI and C2 . The

purpose of Rx and C2 is discussed later and another transfer

function is derived which includes these components. Fig. 3

and Equation (17) will be used in the following discussion.

Design considerations. This subsection discusses cer-

tain principles of design which must be considered when design-

ing the active filter. The discussion of these principles

should contribute toward the comprehension of the circuit func-

tions.

The coupling capacitor Cl which is the largest capacitor

in the active filter is used to block the dc voltage V of the

converter output and should have negligible effect on the ac in-

put signal to the operational amplifier. In order to accomplish

this, the reactance of Cl must be much smaller than the input

impedance of the amplifier. The closed-loop input impedance of

the inverting operational amplifier is approximately the input

series resistance R0 [13]. Since it is desired to keep the
O

total capacitance in the ripple filter small, R should be as
5

large as possible within the limits of amplifier performance so

that Cj may be small. Cx is the largest capacitance in the ac-

tive filter; and yet with R = 5110 ohms, C is less than 5 yF
5 J-

compared with hundreds of microfarads commonly used in filters

in dc to dc converters and,power supplies. Therefore Cj may be

a ceramic or mica capacitor instead of the electrolytic capacitor
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required when hundreds of microfarads are needed.

A variety of amplifiers can be used for the amplifier

function. The operational amplifier is selected because of its

versatility and because its characteristics can be easily de-

scribed analytically. When the amplifier is designed, its gain

should be equal to the voltage ratio v /v of the mutual induc-
P s

tor since the overall gain from v to v should be unity. Thec . s

output voltage swing of the operational amplifier is limited by

the supply voltage. Therefore, for a given voltage v , the volt-
C

age transformation ratio v /v of the mutual inductor must be- p s -

small enough so that the amplifier gain does not have to be so

large that the output voltage limit is exceeded. The ripple am-

plitude v at the output of the converter in Fig. 2 ( b ) depends

on RL, C, the switching frequency, and the duty cycle. The con-

verter output ripple amplitude must be determined before the

closed-loop operational amplifier and the mutual inductor can be

designed. If difficulty is encountered in designing the opera-

tional amplifier and mutual inductor so that the amplitude of v

does not saturate the amplifier, the converter output capaci-

tance C may be increased in order to reduce the amplitude of v .
C

The operational amplifier should have a wide bandwidth

with the highest possible cutoff frequency. Since it is desir-

able that R is large, the feedback resistance R^ must also be

large. These large resistors make the stray feedback capaci-

tance in parallel with R and the stray input capacitance which
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is effectively in series with Rc more significant especially at
O

high frequencies. For these reasons, it may be necessary to add

capacitors C_ or Cc in order to cancel, or balance, the effects£ o

of one or the other stray capacitances.

As mentioned earlier, the operational amplifier should

have a high open-loop gain to minimize the closed-loop gain var-

iation with frequency and should have a low quiescent power dis-

sipation to maximize the filter effeciency. The operational am-

plifier may be either the integrated-circuit type or the module

type. The integrated circuit is smaller and has less quiescent

dissipation but the module type has higher open-loop gain to

lower and higher frequencies.

All amplifiers have a limit, or peak, output current at

which the amplifier is said to saturate. If it is assumed that

the maximum output voltage for the amplifier has been determined,

then the output current limit determines a minimum value for the

primary inductance L at the lowest frequency of operation. For

this reason, the design of the mutual inductor is discussed next

keeping in mind that a minimum inductance for L must be estab-

lished.

There is a nonlinear variation of inductance with dc

bias which causes the inductance of a given winding on a core to

decrease as the dc bias due to a direct current in any winding

increases. This decrease in inductance affects both windings

of the mutual inductor and requires that more alternating output
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current be delivered by the operational amplifier. For this

reason, the minimum inductance discussed in the last paragraph

should be defined for full-load direct current flowing in N .
o

With this condition met, the variation of the direct current

does not significantly affect the performance of the filter.

The inductance change due to a change in current is so small

that the coefficient of coupling changes very little. It is

also desirable that r be as small as possible so that the mu-
P

tual inductor has minimum phase shift at lower frequencies.

There are two additional factors to be considered in the

design of the mutual inductor. One is leakage inductance and

the other is winding capacitance. Leakage inductance Is impor-

tant because it affects the coupling coefficient of the mutual

inductor. The coupling coefficient is a maximum, near to unity,

when the leakage inductance is a minimum. The design techniques

used to minimize leakage inductance increase the winding capaci-

tance. For example, the technique of bifilar winding a mutual

inductor puts each turn of one winding in close proximity to

each turn of the other winding and thus increases the winding

capacitance. If the windings are wound separately, separated by

a layer of insulation, the winding capacitance is minimized; but

the leakage inductance increases due to the physical separation

of the windings. It is a known fact that leakage inductance is

a much more significant parameter at low frequencies than is

winding capacitance [14]. Since the frequency range of interest

for most dc to dc converters in which large microfarad
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capacitors are used is approximately two to fifty kHz, the mu-

tual inductor should be designed to minimize the leakage induc-

tance of the mutual inductor.

This section has discussed some of the properties of the

components of the active filter, particularly the operational

amplifier and the mutual inductor. The effect that these prop-

erties have on the performance of the active filter were dis-

cussed and design techniques which can be used to minimize these

effects were given. An analysis to obtain the transfer function

of the basic filter configuration has already been given. The

next three sections of this chapter are devoted to the deriva-

tion of the transfer functions of three specialized configura-

tions for a narrow-bandwidth filter, a wide bandwidth filter,

and a wide-bandwidth filter with feedback. In each of these

sections, the theoretical transfer characteristic is compared

with the experimental transfer characteristic for the filter

shown in Fig. 3.

Narrow-bandwidth Filter

The characteristics of the narrow-bandwidth filter are

discussed first because they best illustrate the effects of the

important parameters of phase shift and gain. As the name im-

plies, this filter has a narrow frequency bandwidth over which

the attenuation is significant. This filter does not have as

important applications with regard to dc supplies as the wide-
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bandwidth filter. Some examples of applications are a filter

for a constant frequency dc to dc converter or a notch filter

in a system which must pass direct current with little or no at-

tenuation.

The circuit for the narrow-bandwidth filter is the cir-

cuit in Fig. 3 with C and C included but with Rt and C2 ex-

cluded. This circuit is the same one for which the approximate

transfer function (17) has been derived. It can be determined

by examining (18) that the attenuation of the filter approaches

a maximum when.V (s)/V (s) as defined in (19) approaches unity
o \-» . •

with zero phase shift. When C_ and C are included in the cir-
O .T . -

cuit, their values are chosen to obtain maximum attenuation at

a chosen frequency. Then R^ is adjusted to obtain a maximum at-

tenuation at this frequency. The calculation of the break fre-

quencies of (19) and the magnitude of (19) at a frequency of one

Hz are given in Table II. The break frequencies due to the time

constants R^C. and L /r are at low frequencies because C. andS i p p i

L have relatively large values. Also C- and C are relatively
c ' • ^ *-

small values of capacitance and the break frequencies due to

RgC and RpCp are high.

A sketch of the Bode diagram for (19) and its asymptotic

approximation are plotted in Fig. 4 for the component values

given in Table I. From these curves, it can be seen that

|v (s)/V (s)| approaches unity over a finite band of frequencies.
o C

If only the magnitude of V (s)/V (s) were considered, it would
S C
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Table II. Calculation of the break frequencies of (19).

V (s)
s - T - (19)

L
_i

:P J

20 log 1 u2 = 20 log 35xlQ-3x29xiQ3x4.7X1Q-* (2ir) 2

rp 52

= - 48.84 db

to = = = 41.7 rad/sec
RSCi 5 .1xl0 3x4.7xlQ- 6

r ,--
L^ = ~!ih" = 256 rad/sec

P

= 4.98xio5 rad/sec
30xl03x67xlO-12

= = 1.33xi06 rad/sec
5.1xl03xl.47xlO~10

fi = 2? = 6 '6 4 HZ

u
_= 40 .8 Hz

f = =~ = 79.2 kHz
3 2TT

f = = 212 kHzi» 2-rr
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be expected that the filter attenuation would reach a maximum

and stay constant over the same finite bandwidth over which (19)

is equal to unity. However, the phase shift in the mutual in-

ductor in the vicinity of f 2 , and the phase shift in the opera-

tional amplifier in the vicinity of f have a significant effect.

When v and v have very large amplitudes, such as a few volts,c s .

compared to the millivolts of ripple desired for VT , a tenth ofLI

a degree of phase shift between v and v can result in a signif-c . s

leant amplitude for v_ .LI

Since small amounts of phase shift are so significant,

the phase shifts of the operational amplifier and mutual induc-

tor are examined separately. The 180 degree phase shifts due to

inversion in the operational amplifier and the mutual inductor

offset each other and therefore are not considered to be part of

either phase shift. The phase shift of the operational amplifier

in the frequency range of normal interest from two kHz to fifty

kHz can be found by examining the expression for K (s) in (5) .

Since fl = l/f2-rrR Cjj = 6 .64 Hz is very much less than the fre-

quency range of interest, RgCjS » 1 and the term 1+ R
s
cis in

(5) can be approximated by RgC^s with (5) becoming

Rscss

(l+RFCFs)
K (s) = - -, . (20)

Since the break frequency f3 = l/f2irR CFJ = 79.2 kHz is much

lower than f4 = l/(27rRsCg) = 212 kHz, the phase shift of the
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operational amplifier passes from approximately zero at 2 kHz to

a lagging phase shift as the frequency increases toward 79.2 kHz.

This behavior can be seen in the experimental phase characteris-

tic for the operational amplifier in Fig. 5.

The phase shift of the mutual inductor is found by de-

riving the transfer function of the mutual inductor with the

secondary open-circuited. The secondary voltage is

Vg(s) = Ms I (s) (21)

where I (s) , the current in the primary winding N , is

Vs)

V8) = ™r <22)p P
where V (s) is the output voltage of the operational amplifier.

Substituting (22) into (21) and dividing by V (s) yields the

transfer function

Vs) M s
KM<S> = '- --- -— ' (23)

It is obvious from (23) that the mutual inductor has approxi-

mately zero phase shift at high frequencies but has an increas-

ing leading phase shift as the frequency is decreased toward

f2 = r /[2irL J = 40.8 Hz. The experimental phase characteristic

for the mutual inductor is also given in Fig. 5. The total

phase shift which is the sum of the operational amplifier and

mutual inductor phase shifts is shown dashed.
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Equation (15) is the complete transfer function for the

narrow-bandwidth filter including R . Equation (17) is the ap-
L

proximate transfer characteristic for the narrow-bandwidth fil-

ter under the approximation that R_ can be assumed to approach
LI

infinity. Equation (17) is evaluated using the component val-

ues given in Table I and is plotted in Fig. 6. In order to ver-

ify the accuracy of the assumption that R may be assumed to ap-

proach infinity, transfer curves were calculated using (15) for

a wide range of values of RT. Only when R is 10 ohms or less,

is there any significant deviation from the theoretical curve

calculated using (17). Since these curves agree so closely,

only (17) is plotted. Experimental data for the same circuit

conditions with R = » are also plotted in Fig. 6. It can be

seen that the theoretical and experimental curves agree quite

closely. The only significant difference being in the value of

the maximum attenuation. By examining Fig. 5, it can be seen

that the frequency at which the total phase shift from v to vc s

equals zero is 2.5 kHz which is also the frequency at which max-

imum attenuation occurs in Fig. 6.

In this section, the configuration for the narrow-band-

width filter has been discussed. The circuit configuration and

analytical transfer function are given; and the role that the

phase shifts in the operational amplifier and mutual inductor

have in producing the null in the gain curve is discussed. The

experimental and theoretical gain characteristics compare very

closely. This configuration is discussed primarily to show the
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effect of phase shift on the performance of the filter. The

next section is concerned with a filter in which the phase

shift is minimized to obtain a wide-bandwidth of attenuation.

Wide-bandwidth Filter

The wide-bandwidth filter has a wide range, or bandwidth

of frequencies over which the attenuation is below a certain

specified value. The particular case which this dissertation is

concerned with is the case of a low-pass filter. A circuit con-

figuration is described in this section which achieves a close

approximation to the gain characteristic of such a filter.

In the section on the narrow-bandwidth filter, it was

shown that the dependence of the attenuation on frequency is re-

lated to the variation of the phase shifts of the operational

amplifier and mutual inductor with frequency. If the total

phase shift from these two components can be made zero over the

bandwidth desired for the filter, then the result is a wide-

bandwidth filter with a constant attenuation in that bandwidth.

The approximate transfer function for the operational

amplifier is given in (20). This equation indicates that if

C,, = 0.0 and C., = 0.0 then the transfer function K (s) of the
b F Op

amplifier becomes a constant. Since K (s) is then independent

of s, the amplifier should have no phase shift. The experimen-

tal phase characteristic for the operational amplifier with C
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and C_ removed is shown in Fig. 7. The small variation from
r

zero for the phase shift could be caused by stray parameters in

the wiring or in the amplifier, or it could be instrument error

especially since the angle is so small.

The transfer function K(s) for the mutual inductor is
M

given in (23). An examination of this function reveals that the

phase shift of the mutual inductor is zero when the resistance

r of the primary winding N approaches zero. However, there is

a practical limit to the minimum value of r which makes the

low-frequency attenuation dependent on the time constant L /r

with a break frequency f = r /[2iTL = 40.8 Hz. The experimen-

tal phase characteristic for the mutual inductor is shown in

Fig. 7. This mutual inductor.is the same one listed in Table I

and used in the narrow-bandwidth filter. The phase shift of the

mutual inductor and the operational amplifier with Cc = 0.0 and
O

C = 0.0 are summed, and the total phase shift is shown dashed

in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the total phase shift remains

fairly close to zero over a relatively wide bandwidth compared

to the total phase shift in Fig. 5.

From the preceding discussion, C = 0.0 and C = 0.0 for
O i

the wide-bandwidth filter; therefore the theoretical transfer

function can be obtained by letting C,, = 0.0 and C,., = 0.0 in the

transfer function ,(17) for the narrow-bandwidth filter yielding
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V (s) MR C 2
L
 = i_ * l . ?. (24)

V-> rp • <24)

The theoretical gain characteristic calculated using

(24) and the experimental gain characteristic are shown in Fig.

8. The two curves agree closely except above thirty kHz as the

phase shift increases above zero causing the experimental atten-

uation to decrease. This phase shift is probably caused by stray

capacitance which is not included in the theoretical curve (24).

It is also noted that the slope of these characteristics at low

frequencies is -20 db per decade. This slope is only half that

of a low-pass L-section filter. It is desirable therefore that

the filter be improved in order to increase its attenuation

which is the purpose of the filter configuration discussed in

the next section.

Wide-bandwidth Filter with Feedback.

The wide-bandwidth filter with feedback is the one out

of the three filters that is the most important from the view-

point of an application as a filter for a dc to dc converter be-

cause its transfer characteristic has the greatest attenuation.

The circuit configuration is the same as the wide-bandwidth fil-

ter with CL = 0.0 and C_ = 0.0 in Fig. 3 except that a second
o r

input is added to the operational amplifier. This input is

feedback from the load ripple voltage VL to the input .of the
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operational amplifier. The feedback path that is added is made

up of Rj and C2 shown dashed in Fig. 3 so that the wide-band-

width filter with feedback is the circuit in Fig. 3 including

R, and C, but not including Ca or C_.1 * o r

The feedback works in the following manner. The load

ripple voltage VT is non-zero when v and v are not exactly
J_i C S

equal in magnitude and phase. Since v is the difference

v - v , VT can be thought of as an error voltage. The converter

output voltage v is the known voltage to be eliminated; there-

fore, if VT is nonzero then v is the voltage in error. The
Jb S

addition of feedback through R and C2 adds the error voltage v ,

times a gain factor, to v in such a manner as to decrease the
o

amplitude of VT. This qualitative explanation may be better un-LJ

derstood by examining the following derivation of the transfer

function of the wide-bandwidth filter with feedback.

The transfer function K (s) in (5) for the operationalop

amplifier and the transfer function KM(S) in (23) for the mutual

inductor have been derived. At this time, a new transfer func-

tion K (s) for the feedback path through R^ and C2 is derived

from the ratio of the impedance'of the feedback elements R and

C and the impedance of the series elements Rt and C2 as

V (s) -RpC2S

KF(S) = V̂ iT = ~ ~ ~ * (25)

Since the two inputs are summed through the operational
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amplifier, the output voltage V (s) of the amplifier is

Vp(s) = Kop(s)Vc(s) + KF(s)VL(s) . (26)

The secondary voltage V (s) of the mutual inductor is obtained

by using K..(s) in (23) and V (s) in (26) asJ 3 M p

Vg(s) = KM(s)Vp(s) = KM(s)[Kop(s)Vc(s) +KF(s)VL(s)l . (27)

Starting with

V_ (s) = V (s) - V (s) (28)
LJ C ' S

and substituting V (s) from (27) into (28) yields
o

VL(s) = Vc(s) -KM(s)Ko(s)Vc(s) - KM(s)KF(s)VL(s) (29)op

which can be reduced into the form

V(s) l-K(s)K (s)
OP_ _ .

Vc(s) l + KM(s)Kp(s) '

Equation (30) is the transfer function for the wide-bandwidth

filter with feedback. When K (s) = 0.0, (30) becomes the transit

fer function for the wide-bandwidth filter without feedback.

Also, it can be seen that the attenuation of the filter with

feedback is greater than the attenuation of the filter without

feedback whenever | 1 + K..(s) K_(s) | > 1. When K (s) from (3),
M r O p

KM(S) from (23), andKp(s) from (25) are substituted in (30),

(30) becomes
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V L (s )

V c(s)

(1 + RFCFS)(1 + RSC1S)

"1 _1_ "D f1 c l f l - l - ' D F* o 1
1>

1 + RFCFSJ [1+RSC1SJ

L

r
I P J

L
1 + -2- s

rp .

M RFC i f 1 2M + R P ' - ' - 2
' 1 -L T KjjV^jjiJ | 0

V }

MRpC2 f l+ RgC^sjs 2

•v :I 1 4- *D f c 1
rp( K1C2SJ

(31)

Using the values of the circuit parameters given in Table I, the

theoretical characteristic curve for (31) is calculated; and the

resulting theoretical curve as well as the experimental curve

are shown in Fig. 9. Both curves have a steep initial negative

slope; and at approximately 2 kHz, the slope begins to increase

toward zero more sharply for the experimental curve than for the

theoretical curve. At high frequencies, the experimental atten-

uation decreases while the theoretical attenuation reaches a

constant level. The experimental curve for the wide-bandwidth

filter without feedback showed the same property which is at-

tributable to stray parameters in the circuit of the amplifier.

The initial slopes of the two curves are approximately -40 db

per decade which is the slope of the characteristic for an L-

section filter. A comparison of these two filters is given

later.

By comparing Figs. 6, 8, and 9, it can be seen that the

attenuation characteristic for the wide-bandwidth filter with

feedback reaches a greater attenuation at a lower frequency and

maintains a large attenuation for at least a decade of frequen-

cies. The wide-bandwidth filter with feedback is therefore the
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the most logical choice for use with dc to dc converters because

practically all of these circuits either have a variable fre-

quency of operation or a highly nonlinear output ripple waveform

which contains a number of large-amplitude harmonics. This fil-

ter is slightly more complex than the narrow-bandwidth filter or

the wide-bandwidth filter; nevertheless, it is still the best

choice. For this reason, the emphasis in the next section is on

the wide-bandwidth filter with feedback.

Conclusions

This chapter begins with background information on the

necessity for reducing the hundreds of microfarads of capaci-

tance needed in the output filters for switching dc to dc con-

verters. A brief description is given describing the basic

principles of switching dc to dc converters. The function of

the passive L-section output filter and the basic principle of

the active filter are then given using block diagrams. The cir-

cuit diagram of the active filter is given next and its transfer

function is derived. Principles which should be followed when

designing the active filter are given and each of the three

filter configurations are then discussed. The narrow-bandwidth

filter configuration is discussed first. The narrow-bandwidth

of attenuation is shown to be a function of the phase character-

istics of the operational amplifier and the mutual inductor.

The wide-bandwidth filter configuration is developed .next by
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minimizing the phase shift in the operational amplifier. Fin-

ally, feedback is added from the load to the input of the oper-

ational amplifier to produce the wide-bandwidth filter with

feedback. This last filter is the most important in applica-

tions with dc to dc converters because it has the widest band-

width of attenuation and its attenuation characteristic most

nearly approximates that of an L-section filter. The theoreti-

cal attenuation characteristics obtained from the derived trans-

fer functions and the experimental characteristics for each con-

figuration are plotted. The theoretical and experimental curves

compare favorably in each case.

An attempt is not made to analyze the active filter in a

closed-loop converter system. The mathematical relations in

such a system would be at least fourth order relations. The

transient performance and the ripple attenuation of the active

filter in Fig. 3, however, were tested by replacing the exist-

ing passive filter in a breadboard converter with the wide-band-

width filter with feedback. The ripple attenuation was found to

be commensurate with the characteristics given in Fig. 9 and the

output ripple amplitude was essentially the same as the ripple

amplitude when the original passive filter is used. The trans-

ient response of the output voltage to step changes in source

voltage and load was tested using the active filter and was

found to be essentially the same as the transient response when

the original passive filter was used. An intuitive justifica-

tion of the close comparison of the transient response may be
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that the attenuation characteristic of the passive.L-section

filter has a -40 db per decade slope and the attenuation charac-

teristic for the wide-bandwidth filter with feedback in Fig. 9

also has a -40 db per decade slope. The original L-section fil-

ter with large capacitance has therefore been replaced by the

active filter which even though it requires only small capaci-

tance has approximately the same characteristic as the L-section

filter.

The similarity between the attenuation characteristic of

an L-section filter and that of the wide-bandwidth filter with

feedback in Fig; 9 suggests comparing the required capacitance

for each filter that yields approximately the same attenuation

characteristic. The slope of the experimental curve in Fig. 9

is -40 db per decade from 0.1 to 4 kHz. If the slope is ex-

tended toward lower frequencies, it intersects the zero db axis

at 100 Hz. An L-section filter with the same attenuation char-

f 1 -1/2acteristic over that frequency range requires that LfCf
 =

2ir(100). The same value of secondary inductance L = 6.2 mHs

used in the mutual inductor of the active filter is used in the

L-section filter so that Lf = 6.2 mH. Then it follows that

Cf = 408.5 yF which can be compared with a total capacitance in

the active filter of Ct '+ C2 = 4.87 yF. This represents an 84

to 1 saving in capacitance.

The discussion, that was given on the effect that the

phase shift of the operational amplifier and the mutual inductor

have on the attenuation characteristic suggests possible
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improvements that might be made to the filter. The high-fre-

quency portion of the attenuation characteristic can be improved

by using an amplifier which has a higher frequency response and

smaller magnitudes of stray parameters. Stray parameters might

also be reduced if the filter were built on a printed circuit

board instead of a breadboard to minimize the lengths of con-

necting paths. The high-frequency attenuation of the filter can

also be improved by adding a small capacitor on the order of Cl

in parallel with the load. The low frequency performance is de-

termined by break frequency f2 = L /[2Trr j. This indicates that

the attenuation can be improved by designing the primary induc-

tance L with a higher Q = wL /r . The discussion in this para-

graph has indicated that improvement in the attenuation charac-

teristic of the active filter can also be obtained by using more

exact phase compensation.

In summary, it is known that the active filter uses a

mutual inductor which provides a highly efficient dc path.and

that the operational amplifier dissipates only a small amount of

fixed quiescent power so that the active filter has a high ef-

ficiency especially at high dc power levels. Also it is obvious

from Table I that the circuit requires only small amounts of ca-

pacitance. The secondary winding N and the core of the mutual
S

inductor are essentially the same size as an L-section filter

using an inductance L, equal to the secondary inductance L of
£ S

the mutual inductor. The additional size and weight of the pri-

mary winding N and the operational amplifier with components
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is no more than the additional size and weight of the tantalum

capacitors required in the L-section filter; therefore the ac-

tive filter does not have a greater size and weight than the L-

section filter. The theoretical and experimental attenuation

characteristics for the wide-bandwidth filter with feedback in-

dicate that the wide-bandwidth filter with feedback achieves ap-

proximately the same attenuation as an L-section filter; and a

comparison of the capacitances required for the active and L-sec-

tion filters shows a significant capacitance advantage for the

wide-bandwidth filter with feedback. These characteristics sat-

isfy all of the objectives given in the first part of the chap-

ter.

The primary advantage of this active filter is the reduc-

tion in the microfarads of capacitance required in output fil-

ters for dc power supplies. The reduction in capacitance en-

ables the designer to use capacitors such as ceramic or mica.

These capacitors are much more reliable than the electrolytic

types of capacitors such as tantalum. The active filter is es-

sentially non-dissipative requiring only a small amount of

quiescent power for the bias of the amplifier. Because the at-

tenuation characteristic of this filter is so similar to that of

an L-section filter, it can be used in applications where highly

reliable power supplies are required. One of these applications

is in dc to dc converters especially those used in outer space

where the vacuum and the extreme variations in temperature are

known to cause failures in electrolytic capacitors. They can be
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used in other dc supplies where long life is essential such as

in unmanned Arctic and oceanic stations. The active filter may

also be used in dc to dc converters and power supplies in com-

puters to improve their reliability. Reliability is important

to the operating expense of large computers since improved reli-

ability results in less maintenance which is expensive. The

wide-bandwidth filter with feedback can be used in virtually any

dc to dc converter or power supply to reduce the required capac-

itance and in so doing to improve the reliability.



Chapter III

DESIGN OF A MEGAHERTZ DC TO DC CONVERTER

This chapter discusses the design of a 20 watt dc to dc

converter operating with high efficiency at a switching fre-

quency of approximately 1 MHz and a regulated output voltage of

28 volts. The output power and voltage are typical values used

in unmanned spacecraft and some other aerospace applications;

but the switching frequency of 1 MHz is unusually high. DC to

dc converters are normally designed to operate in the frequency

range of 2 to 20 kHz in order to accomplish a compromise between

high efficiency and small size and weight. There are several

reasons for designing this converter at a switching frequency of

1 MHz. The first is that an increase in frequency is usually

accompanied by a reduction in the size and weight of the cir-

cuitry. This size and weight reduction is especially pronounced

in the output filter where large amounts of capacitance and in-

ductance are required when switching frequencies are from 2 to

20 kHz. A second reason is that the reduced amount of capaci-

tance required to filter the 1 MHz switching waveform can result

in eliminating the need for relatively low reliability electro-

lytic filter capacitors. Ceramic or mica capacitors could be

used to improve the reliability of the converter. Reduction in

(53)
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size and weight and improved reliability are desirable proper-

ties for any converter if an unacceptable loss in efficiency is

not created by increasing the switching frequency. The third

and most important reason for designing a 1 MHz converter is

that there are experiments planned for satellites to measure

electromagnetic radiation in outer space within the frequency

range of 0.2 to 100 kHz [15]. A converter operating at a switch-

ing frequency of 1 MHz would not emit electromagnetic radiation

that would interfere with these experiments. An additional ad-

vantage of the 1 MHz converter is that since the operating fre-

quency of the converter is so high the system should be capable

of responding faster to source voltage and load transients than

the low-frequency converters. The major reason dc to dc con-

verters have not been designed to operate at frequencies ap-

proaching 1 MHz is that components have not been available that

would operate at that frequency at a sufficiently high effi-

ciency. These components are becoming available but the task

remains to devise adequate design techniques at these frequen-

cies.

This chapter discusses the design of a 1 MHz energy-

storage type converter. The discussion begins with information

on the properties of the components to be used and design con-

siderations at 1 MHz. Reasons for choosing an energy-storage

type circuit and the design of the converter are given next.

Finally some experimental results are given followed by the con-

clusions.
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Design Principles at High
Switching Frequencies

The design of a 1 MHz converter begins with a study of

circuit components in order to determine the type of each com-

ponent needed to obtain adequate efficiency and switching times.

Each of these components has an upper frequency limit below

which it must operate. The lowest of these frequencies is the

highest frequency at which the converter may operate.

Capacitors. At frequencies near 1 MHz the lead induc-

tance and internal resistance of electrolytic capacitors become

significant. One MHz can easily exceed the resonant frequency

of a large-microfarad electrolytic capacitor so that it appears

inductive [16]. The internal power loss of electrolytic capaci-

tors increases significantly at high frequencies [17]. Both of

these factors cause the filtering ability and response of the

capacitor to be impaired. For these reasons, high-Q capacitors

such as ceramic, mica, or solid tantalum must be used. These

capacitors are only available in values up to several microfar-

ads; but as mentioned in Chapter II, they are significantly more

reliable than electrolytic capacitors. Since the converter

frequency is so high, the required microfarads for filter, by-

pass, and coupling capacitors are small; and, consequently, the

microfarads of the low-capacitance high-Q capacitors are ade-

quate .
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Magnetic components. If the capacitors must be high-Q,

then the magnetic components such as inductors, mutual induc-

tors, and transformers must also be low-loss, or high-Q. Ex-

perimental data in manufacturers' catalogs indicates that total

magnetic material losses, including hysteresis and eddy-current

losses, increase significantly with frequency. For this reason,

eddy-current losses are more significant at very high frequen-

cies. Typical converters have used square B-H characteristic

materials which are either tape-wound in toroids or stacked lam-

inations. These components have high eddy-current losses at

high frequencies and are not recommended for use above 500 kHz

[8]. Another commonly used magnetic core material is powdered

permalloy which has a linear B-H characteristic; however, this

material has high losses above 200 kHz [19]. There are two ma-

terials remaining to choose. One is air and another is ferrite.

Both of these materials exhibit linear B-H characteristics and

are used to design high-frequency inductors and mutual inductors

in the megahertz range. The high reluctance and low permeabil-

ity of air result in a large amount of leakage inductance which

makes it undesirable for use in switching applications. The en-

ergy stored in the leakage inductance must be dissipated in the

circuit components during switching. These circuit losses eas-

ily become much greater than the core loss which would be pres-

ent if a ferrite material were used. Also, the stray magnetic

field associated with the leakage inductance by coupling with

other parts of the circuit can cause false triggering of
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switching circuits. Therefore, an air core inductor would have

to be shielded. A ferrite pot core has less leakage flux and

inherent shielding as a result of its physical configuration.

Winding capacitance also may have a detrimental effect

on the high frequency performance of an inductor. Unfortunately,

most of the design principles used to reduce leakage inductance

bring the windings in closer proximity which causes an in-

crease in winding capacitance. However, when large currents are

switched at high frequencies and the source impedance and load

are small, the effect.of leakage inductance is much more sig-

nificant than the effect of winding capacitance [14] . This ef-

fect is directly related to the inductive time constants found

by dividing the leakage inductance by the source resistance or

load. Since large currents are switched in the inductors of en-

ergy-storage converters, the design is primarily concerned with

reducing the leakage inductance, or maximizing the coupling co-

efficient.

Wire. Frequencies near 1 MHz also produce significant

skin effect. Litz wire may be used up to sine-wave frequencies

of 0.5 to 2 MHz to reduce skin effect. However, as the fre-

quency increases above these frequencies, irregularities in

stranding and capacitance between individual strands causes Litz

wire to become progressively less advantageous [20]. Switching

at a rate near 1 MHz requires a much faster response than a sin-

usoidal signal at 1 MHz does, due to the rapid rise and fall
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times of the waveform. For this reason, Litz wire is not any

better than solid copper wire at switching frequencies near 1

MHz.

Semiconductors. Now that the considerations for the

passive components have been studied, it is necessary to find

semiconductors which operate efficiently at the required volt-

age, current, and frequency. Semiconductors are required that

switch several amperes with very fast rise and fall times and

block at least thirty to fifty volts reverse voltage. Since a

switching element must switch at least once in every half cycle,

a rough estimate of the switching times for turning-on and turn-

ing-off can be obtained as fifty nsec by taking ten percent of a

half period of 1 MHz. This means that the rise and fall times

of a transistor or diode must be less than fifty nsec when

switching several amperes if efficient switching is to be accom-

plished.

A comprehensive search of conventional diode specifica-

tions reveals that ion-implanted diodes are available which have

reverse recovery times of 9 nsec, with a forward current of 0.6

amperes (Isofilm International 10A26) and 10 nsec with a forward

current of 3 amperes (Isofilm International 10R2). They have

forward recovery times of 0.5 nsec and 1.0 nsec respectively and

peak reverse voltages PRV of 100 volts. These diodes are more

than adequate for use in the converter.
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An investigation of controlled switching devices quickly

reveals that the response of devices such as unijunction tran-

sistors and thyristors are well below that required for opera-

tion near 1 MHz.. There are field-effect transistors with very

fast switching speeds but they are not capable of processing

adequate power levels. The remaining devices to be examined are

the other types of transistors. Unfortunately, transistor tech-

nology is lagging diode technology in the area of switching

time; and the switching time of the transistor is the factor

which determines the upper limit on the switching frequency of

the converter. Manufacturers are developing ion-implanted tran-

sistors which should be very useful in increasing the switching

frequencies of converters. A continuing search of transistor

specifications yields several transistors designed for computer

circuits which can switch up to approximately 1.5 amperes effi-

ciently at a frequency of 1 MHz. However, these transistors are

not designed for power applications. Further searching has un-

covered two Solitron NPN power transistor switches. One

(SDT6106) switches 2 amperes on or off in 50 nsec, and has a

maximum collector current rating of 5 amperes and a collector to

emitter blocking voltage of 50 volts. This transistor is ideal

as the driver for the second transistor (SDT6116) which switches

5 amperes on or off in 75 nsec and has a maximum collector cur-

rent rating of 10 amperes and a collector to emitter blocking

voltage of 50 volts. The saturation voltages of these transis-

tors are sufficiently low (0.8 to 1.0 volts) to permit efficient

power conversion.
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In any regulated energy storage dc to dc converter, it

is necessary to generate a controlled duty cycle. At a fre-

quency near 1 MHz, problems with stray pickup between parts of

the circuit would be expected if the circuit is constructed of

discrete components. Particular care would have to be taken in

planning the physical layout of such a circuit. However, since

the duty cycle generator is normally required to deliver a low

power signal, this problem can be minimized if integrated cir-

cuits are used. There are a number of circuits available that

are designed for use in computer logic circuits which are ideal

for a duty cycle generator at 1 MHz. One of these is the 710

series of differential voltage comparators. These devices have

an output current capability of 10 ma and dissipate typically

only 110 mw. These circuits can operate as hysteretic or

Schmitt trigger circuits capable of producing an output voltage

which switches from -0.5 volts to -3.2 volts with switching

times on the order of 40 nsec.

Physical layout. The physical layout of a circuit oper-

ating near 1 MHz is very important. As has been mentioned be-

fore, it is easy to have stray magnetic induction which results

in undesirable coupling causing false-triggering, oscillations,

or other deterioration of the performance of the circuit. In

order to avoid these problems, shielded cables should be used

whenever possible and especially when long leads are required,

all connecting wires both shielded and unshielded should be kept

as short as possible, and circuit complexity should be minimized.
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Other shielding besides shielded cables should be used to iso-

late the sensitive small-signal parts of the circuit from the

high-current switching parts of the circuit. Ground return

paths should be well planned to avoid having, high-current paths

near the sensitive circuits and also to minimize the lengths of

the high-current switching paths which are most likely to have

stray magnetic fields which could interfere with the normal op-

eration of the circuit. In addition, all points in the circuit

easily affected by stray noise such as the input to an amplifier

having a high input impedance should be bypassed with high-Q

high frequency capacitors.

So far in this chapter, background reasons for designing

a 1MHz dc to dc converter and some principles of design at this

high frequency have been discussed. In addition, the transis-

tors, diodes, and magnetic material have been selected in ac-

cordance with these principles. The components and principles

discussed in this section are utilized in the next section to

obtain the complete circuit design.

Block Diagram of a Regulated 1 MHz
DC to DC Power Converter

The design is presented by dividing the converter into

functional circuits and discussing each separately. Initially a

block diagram of the converter is given and discussed to provide

a better understanding of the function of each circuit and its
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contribution to the operation of the whole converter. Each cir-

cuit is discussed in greater detail in subsections of the dis-

sertation. These subsections contain theoretical explanations,

design procedures, and design examples yielding the actual com-

ponents used for each circuit.

The block diagram. The block diagram is shown in Fig.

10. The dc source in an unmanned spacecraft is normally a bat-

tery charged from solar cell panels. The voltage of this source

fluctuates significantly. For experimental measurements for

this dissertation a regulated power supply is used for the bat-

tery and solar cells. The power circuit block contains the pow-

er conversion circuits. In order to accomplish a change in dc

voltage, the dc energy must be converted to ac energy and recti-

fied [21]. The power circuit block performs these functions us-

ing a saturating power transistor as an oscillating power switch

to generate the ac and a diode to rectify.

The dc or rectified waveform from the power circuit must

be filtered in order to obtain a low-ripple output voltage.

This function is performed by the output filter block which is

normally either a pure capacitance or a pi-network low-pass fil-

ter. The load in this circuit is simply a pure resistive element.

Regulation is obtained by a combination of the functions

of the three blocks in the lower part of the diagram. The dif-

ferential voltage comparator circuit has two direct-voltage in-

put thresholds with a difference of only millivolts. When the
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applied direct voltage rises above the higher threshold, the

comparator output voltage is positive and remains in this state

until the applied dc voltage falls below the lower threshold

when its output voltage either becomes zero or negative.

In order to obtain a constant frequency of oscillation

of 1 MHz, a 1 MHz triangular waveform generator is added to the

input of the comparator circuit as shown in Fig. 10. The output

of the comparator becomes a pulsed voltage with a constant fre-

quency of 1 MHz. The duty cycle of the pulsed voltage which

controls the power switch in the power circuit varies inversely

with the dc voltage applied to the input of the comparator cir-

cuit and thus maintains regulation.

The comparator circuit does not supply enough current to

drive the power transistor in the power circuit. The drive cir-

cuit is designed, therefore, to provide sufficient forward bias

to hold the power transistor in saturation and to provide a

rapidly switched reverse bias to enable the power transistor to

switch rapidly and efficiently.

It can be seen that the block diagram in Fig. 10 forms

a closed loop capable of maintaining a regulated output voltage.

A complete schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 11 and the compo-

nent parts list is given in Table 3. Dotted lines are used to

separate each section of the schematic diagram corresponding to

a block in Fig. 10 and each section is labelled. Figs. 10 and

11 can be used to relate the schematic diagrams of the circuit
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Table III. Components list for the converter.

C1,C2 0.5 yF 100 V disc ceramic

C3,C4,C5 4.7 yF 50 V solid tantalum (Erie)

06,07,08,09 0.1 yF 500 V disc ceramic

CIO 1500 pF 1000 V disc ceramic

Oil 33 pF 1000 V disc ceramic

Dl 10R2 (Isofilm International)

D2,D3 10A26 (Isofilm International)

DZ1 1N750

DZ2 1N751

11 SN72710L Differential Comparator (TI)

12 CA3000 DC Amplifier (RCA)

LI 33 yH

L2 131.5 yH

L4,L5 1 mH

Nl 4 turns #19 AWG

N2 8 turns #21 AWG

N4,N5 49 turns #26 AWG bifilar wound

Ql SDT6115 (Solitron Devices, Inc.)

Q2 SDT6106 (Solitron Devices, Inc.)

Rl 10 ft

R2 22 ft

R3 470 ft

R4 1.8 kfl

R5 2.7 kfi

R6 12 kti

R7 69.8 kfi

R8 14.3 kfi

R9,R10 1.0 kfi

RL 26 ft to <»

Tl 2616P-3D3 UG (Ferroxcube, Corp.)

T2 768T188/3D3 (Ferroxcube, Corp.)
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blocks which are discussed separately in the following subsec-

tions .

The Power Circuit

The first step in designing a nondissipative switching

converter that operates near a frequency of 1 MHz with a rela-

tively high efficiency is to decide which of the current types

of power converters is best suited for operation at these high

frequencies. From among the possible dc to dc converter config-

urations including energy-storage converters [22] and parallel

inverters with voltage-feedback [11] or current-feedback [23],

the energy-storage converter is chosen for the following rea-

sons: (1) The circuit is less complex requiring a minimum num-

ber of components including only one transistor switch used in

conjunction with a switching diode. (2) Power dissipation

should be high in the switching power transistor for any con-

verter. Since the energy-storage converter requires only one

power transistor, it is most likely to have smaller total

switching losses than the parallel inverter which requires two

switching transistors and, additionally, some form of full-wave

rectification. (3) The energy-storage converter uses inductive

transformation which does not require driving the magnetic ma-

terial to saturation and uses a core material with a linear B-H

characteristic which is available in materials such as ferrite

which are designed for efficient operation at frequencies near 1
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MHz. (4) Since the transistor and diode currents are transfer-

red one for the other during the switching times in the energy-

storage converter, delay time and storage time in the power

switching transistor do not produce switching loss but are im-

portant only so far as they are concerned with the duty cycle,

the time of a period of the oscillation, and the equilibrium,

or steady-state, of the closed-loop system. The conclusion is

that the energy-storage converter is the most versatile, most

efficient, and least complex of dc to dc power converters and is

best suited for use at frequencies near 1 MHz.

There are three basic types of dc to dc energy-storage

converters from which to choose. One is the voltage step-up

converter shown in Fig. l(a); a second is the voltage step-down

converter shown in Fig. l(b); and the third, often called an

isolated energy-storage converter, is shown in Fig. 12. There

are two basic disadvantages to the first two circuits. One is

that they can perform only a singular function which is either

voltage step-up or voltage step-down. Another is that they do

not provide electrical isolation between the source and the

load. The third circuit uses a mutual inductor which provides

isolation between the source and the load and, in addition,

provides the capability of operating as a voltage step-up or

step-down converter. The isolated energy-storage converter is

chosen because it can perform all of these functions.
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Design considerations. The source voltage E_ variation

of 21 to 31 volts commonly occurs in orbiting satellites whose

batteries are charged from solar cell panels. The load voltage

Vo on the load R was chosen to be 28 volts because this is a

typical source voltage for aerospace electrical equipment.

Capacitors Cl and C2 are high-Q high-frequency capaci-

tors which have several uses. The low impedance of these high-

frequency capacitors shunts any spurious high-frequency signal

from the source and also provides a path for current spikes gen-

erated during the switching of Ql so that they do not return

through the source. Since Cl and C2 are mounted inside the con-

verter on the converter end of the line from the source, they

enable the collector current of Ql to rise faster when turn-on

occurs by shunting the inductance of the source line during the

switching time.

The actual isolated energy-storage converter consists

of transistor Ql, mutual inductor Rl, and diode Dl and is shown

in Fig. 12 as the main part of the power circuit. It should be

noted that there are different grounds for the source side and

the output side of Tl to achieve isolation. Because the iso-

lated energy-storage converter has been described previously in

the open literature, the operation and design of the circuit is

only summarized in this text. The design procedures given use

relations which were derived previously [22],
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Circuit functioning. The discussion of the sequence of

circuit operation begins by assuming that the circuit has

reached a steady-state condition and that Ql has just reached

saturation. While Ql is on, the source voltage E is applied to

winding Nl of mutual inductor Tl. The total series resistance

around the path through E , Nl, and Ql is negligible. Therefore,
O

if Ec is constant during the time Ql is on, the flux rate ofo

change d<J>/dt is constant; and the current in Nl increases lin-

early. During this time, diode Dl is reverse-biased by the

voltage on N2; and the current supplying the load comes from en-

ergy stored in capacitors C3 and C4. When Ql turns off, the

voltage polarities of Nl and N2 reverse; and the energy stored

in Tl during the on-time is discharged through Dl into C3, C4,.

and R_. C3 and C4 are chosen so that V^ does not vary more than
Ll U

the desired ripple voltage amplitude. They then provide an ef-

fective filter for the current pulses passing through Dl to

yield a constant dc voltage V_ on the load resistance R .

Circuit design. In order to choose components for Ql and

Dl and design Tl, the operating currents and voltages for these

elements must be known. To compute these, it is necessary to

start with the desired output voltage V , output power P_,

source voltage E , and the efficiency n. The largest currents
O

exist when the circuit is delivering the maximum output power

PO(max) of 20 watts and the source voltage Eg is a minimum of 21

volts. If n is assumed to be 80 percent, then the maximum input

power P. / « can be computed as
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P. . . = 100 prt. ./n = 100x20/80 = 25 watts . (32)
in (max) O(max) '

Maximum average primary current I . . occurs when P. is a

maximum and E is a minimum; therefore
O

I , . = P. , »/E0, . . = 25/21 = 1.19 amperes . (33)i (max) in (max) / S(min) ' *

I , v is the source current averaged over the entire

period in which time it (t) is zero during the off-time t ff and

finite during the on-time t as is shown in Fig. 13 (a). The

current i2 (t) in winding N2 is zero during t and finite during

t as shown in Fig. 13 (b). Since M is regulated and constant,

dcj>/dt is constant during t f _; and since the energy stored in Tl

is being discharged, d<(>/dt is negative. It follows that

di (t)/dt is constant and negative.2

Since the physical parameters of Tl are constant, the cur-

rent waveforms for ij(t) and i (t) are linearly related to the

field intensity H. Also it is known that under steady-state

conditions the increment A<f> in flux § during t must equal the

decrement in flux during t ff. These ideas are represented in

Fig. 13(c) which shows the idealized linear B-H characteristic

of the core used in Tl. The subscripts H, a, and h in Fig. 13

correspond to the lowest, average, and highest flux levels re-

spectively in the core. The saturation flux level and field

intensity are 4> and H , respectively. Therefore, during to o on

the flux level goes from <J>, to $,; and during t ,;,;, the flux

level goes from <J>, to 4>..
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Fig. 13. Current waveforms and B-H characteristic for Tl.
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Design of mutual inductor II. The first step in the de-

sign of Tl is to determine the turns ratio N1/N2. The limiting

factor on the turns ratio is the breakdown voltage BY-,-,. of Ql
L.XJU

during t ..,. when E_ is maximum. BV,,̂  is expressed as
OIL b

• {34)

From (34) the maximum turns ratio is

- 0- 6 8 (35)

where BV0__ = 50 volts for Solitron transistor SDT6115 which isCr»O

chosen for Ql. A turns ratio of 0.5 is used in order to allow

for a margin of safety.

Before the core for Tl can be selected, point a or the

bias point in Fig. 13 (c) must be determined. First the expres-

sion for maximum t /t ,.,. which is derived in Reference 23 ison o t r

given as

ton _ V0 ^Ni _ 28 1 _ 2 _ _
Z --- = - X r=— = y^-X _ _ — - U . b / .

ES(min) N2 21 2 3

From this expression, the maximum duty cycle D.G. can be found

as

D C = = = 2/3 = 2 =LJ • ̂* • * . i^ e ^^ / f\ / *\ \ . i ^^ ^ \s • ~ \J •

(ton/tof£)+l
(37)

Using this duty cycle and I , . . f rom (33) , maximum I which is
1 cl

the maximum average current in Nl during t can be obtained as
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I = 1) = = 2.98 amperes . (38)ia D. C. 0.40 c

Since dij/dt is constant during t and t ff» the approxi-

mate formula for Ai during t as shown in Pig. 13 (a) can be

obtained from Lenz ' s Law as

dit Ai
Es = L, -dF = Li -AT • (39)

Which when rearranged yields Aix as

Ai> = Es(nin) ton/Li ' ( 40 )

From Ampere's Law, where N is the number of turns, I is the cur-

rent, and i is the mean- free-path length

H = 0.4irNI/£ . (41)

AH shown in Fig. 13 (c) can be expressed as a function of Aij as

AH = 0. 4irN1Ai1 /£ (42)

also

H = 0.41TN.I /£ . (43)
cl * 1 a

In Fig. 13 (c), it is easy to determine that

H, = H +i AH (44)h a £

which after substituting (42) for AH and (43) for H becomes

H h = 0 . 4 T T N l + A i / Z . . ( 4 5 )

Substituting (40 ) into (45) yields
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_, . xS (mm) on
2L. /*>
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(46 )

The inductance factor AT for a given linear core is usuallyLI

given as mH for 1000 turns which yields

(1000)
— x A- x 10~3 = N2 x AT x 10~9 henries
2 L l L

(47)

and substituting (47) into (46) yields

Hh 0 .47T

I
T n (

 ES(min) ton
1 3 l 2 N A T x l O ~ 9

i Jj

(48)

The first criterion which must be met when designing Tl is

that H, does not reach saturation magnetic intensity Hg or

H. < H_h S (49)

Before H, in (48) can be used in (49), the on-time t must be

computed using D.C. = 0.40 from (37) and f = 1 MHz as

t = D.C. x T = D.C./f = 0.40 x10~6 seconds . (50)on

Substituting I from (38), t from (50), and ES(min)

into (48) yields

=21 volts

Hh =
0.41T 2 98N , 4'2x2-98Ni+ N A

l L
(51)

Equations (49) and (51) are used in a trial and error pro-

cedure to determine the core and the number of turns for Nl.

This is done by choosing a core, substituting for H and AT in

(51), and solving (51) for Nl. Then N2 must be calculated
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knowing N1/N2 = 0.5, the wire size for Nl and N2 must be chosen,

and Nl and N2 must be checked for fit in the window area of the

core. This procedure follows.

It has already been determined that for purposes of reduc-

ing leakage flux and consequently leakage inductance an ungapped

pot .core should be chosen. One such core is pot core #2616P-3D3

UG manufactured by Ferroxcube Corp. which has A = 2340 mH/lOOQ

turns, I = 3.73 cm, and H0 = 5 oersteds. Substituting H, = H ,o n o

&, and A_ into (51) yields
Li

N2 -3.31N + 0.407 = 0 . (52)

The roots of (52) are Nl = 0.125 or 3.13 turns. The maximum

turns for Nl is then 3 turns and for N2 is 6 turns using

N1/N2 = 0.5 chosen from (35). If Nl = 3 turns, I = 3.73 cm, and

AL = 2340 mH/1000 turns is substituted into (51), Hh is found to

be 3.24 oersteds which is less than H_ = 5 oersteds.
o

From (33), the full-cycle average current in Nl is 1.19

amperes which requires #19 AWG wire based on 1000 circular mils

per ampere. The maximum average current in N2 is simply

PO( ')/VO = 20/28 = °-714 amperes which requires #21 AWG wire .

based on 1000 circular mils per ampere. Now it is necessary to

check Nl and N2 for fit in the cross sectional area A_0 of the
t-O

core through which the windings must pass. This area for core

2616P-3D3-UG is 0.406 in2. In order to allow for the space and

insulation between conductors, the total cross-sectional area
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A of the turns should not exceed 40 percent of A which is

0.163 in2. AWG #19 wire has a cross-sectional area A^ of

0.00101 in2 and AWG #21 wire has a cross-sectional area A.^ of

0.000638 in2. A can now be calculated ascu

A = 3A., + 6A.T = 3(0.00101) + 6 ( 0 . 0 0 0 6 3 8 ) = 0.006912 in2 .
CU TY 1 JN 2

(53)

Since A = 0.006912 in2 is less than 0.4ACB = 0.163 in
2,

Nl = 3 turns AWG #19 and N2 = 6 turns AWG #21 can be wound; and

the mutual inductor is designed. The 3 turns of Nl are bifilar

wound with the first 3 turns of N2. The remaining 3 turns of

N2 are wound normally.

Before the design is complete maximum instantaneous cur-

rent IJh must be compared with the maximum ratings for Ql.

Since field intensity H is linearly related to I .

I , = I + ± Ai . (54)ih i a 2. i

The inductance L is calculated from ( 4 7 ) as

L = N2 AT
 X 10~ 9 = 32 x 2340 x 10~9 = 21.06 yH . (55)

1 1 JL

Substituting ES(min) '= 21 volts from Fig. 12, tQn = 0.4Qx io~6

seconds from (50) , and L = 21.06 yH from (55) into (40) yields

Ai = E0, . . t /L =21x0.40xlO~6/(21.06xlO~6) = 0.40 amperes .i S (mm) on i

(56)

Substituting Ai = 0.40 amperes from (56) and I =2.98 amperes
1 13.

from (38) yields
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I h = 2.98 + -- = 3.18 amperes . (57)

Since I , is less than the rated 10 amperes maximum collector

current for Ql, the design is complete.

The output filter capacitors C3 and C4 are chosen experi-

mentally from non-electrolytic high-frequency capacitors. This

capacitance is increased until the load ripple voltage amplitude

is within acceptable limits resulting in values of 4.7 yF each

for C3 and C4.

The Control Circuits

The control circuits consist of the differential voltage

comparator and the triangular waveform generator as shown in

Fig. 10. The purpose of the control circuits is to sense the

output voltage and provide a duty-cycle signal which when used

to control Ql results in a regulated output voltage V . Inte-

grated circuits are used where possible in the design of the

control circuits because they are small, efficient, and switch

very fast. The control circuits can be built with discrete com-

ponents; however, shielding, grounding, pickup, and delay time

at this high frequency become greater problems than with inte-

grated circuits. One disadvantage of using integrated circuits

is the need for multiple low-voltage power supplies. These sup-

plies should be readily available in most applications; but if

they are not, a system of Zener diodes or small high-frequency
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switching regulators would provide the necessary voltages.

The schematic diagram of the control circuits is shown in

Fig. 14. They consist of a threshold circuit, which is built

around the integrated circuit II and is commonly called a dif-

ferential voltage comparator circuit, and a triangular waveform

generator which is built around integrated circuit 12. A brief

description of the means by which these circuits generate a

duty cycle is given first, then the design of each circuit is

discussed.

Functioning of the control circuits. The voltage on DZ2

in Fig. 14 acts as the reference voltage VD for the voltage com-x\

parator II and is applied to the positive input at pin 2 of II

through R6. The direct output voltage V is applied to the neg-

ative input at pin 3 of II by means of a voltage divider made up

of R7 and R8. In addition, a 1 MHz triangular waveform v. is

obtained by integrating the output of 12 which is utilized as a

1 MHz square wave oscillator. Integration is accomplished

through the RC combination of the output resistance of 12, R7,

R8, and CIO. C9 has negligible effect because the time constant

resulting from the product of the parallel combination of R7 and

R8 and C9 is approximately three orders of magnitude longer than

the period of 1 MHz. The resulting v on CIO is coupled through

capacitor C9 and is added to the fraction of Vn on pin 3 of II

resulting in a voltage v at pin 3 of II given by
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v + v • <58>

The differential input to voltage comparator II is V - VA;

therefore whenever v is less than V the differential input is
f\ IV

positive so there is a positive output signal at the comparator

output terminal, pin 7 and vice versa. An examination of Fig.

11 reveals that Ql is turned on when Q2 is turned on, and Q2 is

turned on when the voltage at pin 7 is positive. This means

that Ql turns on whenever v is less than V . For purposes of
f\ r\.

simplifying this explanation, it is assumed that the voltage

comparator has no hysteresis. It is also assumed that the ac

ripple voltage component of V is negligible compared to v. ; and

the frequency f is constant at 1 MHz so the period T = t + t ff

is constant.

Keeping these factors in mind, the manner in which a duty

cycle capable of maintaining a regulated output voltage is ob-

tained can be explained. Fig. 15 shows three examples of v

each at different direct voltage levels. It has already been

established that when v <V the power transistor Ql is on; and
A j\

when v > V , Ql is off. So in Fig. 15, the times during which
f\ X\

v is above the dashed line at v = V correspond to t _,- and the

times v is below this line correspond to t as it is so
f\ . \Jii

labelled. In Fig. 15, the voltage v at pin 3 of II is assumed
f\

to consist of two components, the direct voltage

VA = V R /[R + R [ and the alternating triangular voltage v..
A (J 8 ^ 7 8 J u
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o

o

Duty Cycfe = O.50

V0=VR

Duty Cycle = 0. 25

V0>VR

2T

Duty Cycle = 0.75
VO<VR

Fig. 15. Voltage waveforms of VA at different duty cycles,
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In Fig. 15(a), V equals the direct reference voltage VR,

t = t ,.,, and the duty cycle D.C. =0.50. If the load is de-
on off r y

creased or E is increased, V tends to increase to a condition
o A

shown in Fig. 15(b) in which t is shortened lowering the duty

cycle and tending to decrease V to its original value. If the
A

load is increased or E is decreased, V tends to decrease cre-
o A

ating the condition shown in Fig. 15(c) in which t is length-

ened increasing the duty cycle and tending to increase VB to its
£\

original value. This system operating in a closed-loop condi-

tion tends to maintain a regulated output voltage. A much more

detailed non-linear analysis of this type of regulating mechan-

ism is given later in Chapter IV which includes the effects of

hysteresis and the ripple voltage component of V . Now that a

brief explanation has been given on the operation of the control

circuits the design procedures are discussed.

Design of the comparator. The integrated circuit chosen

for II in Fig. 14 is the 710 series of differential voltage com-

parators. This device is chosen because it dissipates typically

only 110 raw internally while supplying a + 3.2 volt and 10 ma

positive output that switches on or off in 40 nsec. II requires

two power supplies of +12 volts and -6 volts. Capacitors C6,

C7, and C8 are placed between the power sources and ground in

order to bypass any noise or voltage spikes that may adversely

affect the operation of the comparator and to provide a low im-

pedance source during the transient time when the comparator

switches. These capacitors are chosen experimentally to provide
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optimum comparator performance. In this example, C6 , C7, and

C8 are 0.1. yF as given in Table III. Resistor R5 is used to bias

Zener diode DZ2, and DZ2 provides the reference voltage for

voltage comparator II. The value of R5 is determined by finding

a bias point with good regulation on the characteristic of DZ2.

It is desirable that this bias point have a minimum current

level in order to minimize power dissipation; and it must have

a voltage value of less than 5 volts which is the maximum input

voltage for II. From these requirements, Zener diode 1N751 is

chosen for DZ2. From an examination of the characteristic of

DZ2 on a transistor curve tracer, a bias point at 4.5 volts and

approximately 2.8 ma. is chosen. The current through R6 is neg-

ligible since the input impedance to the comparator is high;

therefore R5 is computed as

R5 = [l2 -VDZ2]/IDZ2 = (12- 4.5)/(2. 8xlO-
3) = 2.7 ktt (59)

as is given in Table III. R7 and R8 are determined by assuming

that the comparator is regulating and in a balanced state. Un-

der these conditions, V equals the dc component V of VR given
i\ £\ £\

as

VA= VoVR7 + Re = VR - < 6 0 >

Substituting V_ = 4.5 volts and V_ = 28 volts yields
K U

R
7 = TTT-

 Rs •

Since the input to II at pin' 3 has a very high impedance and

draws negligible current, the current through R7 and R8 may be
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very small. It is still desirable to minimize power dissipation

so an arbitrary negligible power dissipation P, of 10 mw is

chosen. This yields a total resistance of

V0 282
R + Ra = ̂  = — = 78.4 kfi . (62)
7 8 Pd 1C'2

Substituting R7 from (61) into (62) yields R = 12.6 kfi and sub-
8

stituting R8 into (62) yields R? = 65.8 kft. These resistors

should be temperature compensated to keep V from drifting with

changes in temperature. Values as close as possible to those

calculated were chosen from stock and adjusted experimentally to

obtain an output voltage V of 28 volts. The resulting final

values were R = 69.8 kfi and R = 14.3 kft as given in Table III.
7 8 ^

In order to obtain the best possible regulation, the accuracy of

the comparator must be maximized. This is done by making the

source resistance of the reference voltage V equal to the dc
R

source resistance of the signal v . With equal source resist-
A

ances, the bias currents at the inputs create nearly equal volt-

age drops minimizing the offset voltage. The dc source resist-

ance for v is the parallel combination of R7 and R8 so

R - R?R8 - J-f-3* 69-8 x 103 _ n 9 kn (63)Re ~ R7 +Rfl ~ 14.3 + 69.8
 10 ~ 11>9 kn ' (63)

/ • 0

The nearest discrete resistor to this value in stock is 12.0 kft

which is used for R6 as given in Table III. This completes the

design of the differential voltage comparator.
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Design of the triangular waveform generator. The triangu-

lar waveform generator is built around the dual operational am-

plifier 12 shown in Figs. 11 and 14. 12 is a type CA3000 1C

differential amplifier by RCA. This amplifier has a typical in-

ternal power dissipation of 30 mw which is desirable from the

viewpoint of maximizing efficiency. Also it is capable of oper-

ating at frequencies to 30 MHz which is well beyond the switch-

ing frequency of the converter. 12 requires power supplies of

+6 volts at pin 9 and -6 volts at pin 3 with respect to pin 2.

These supplies are obtained in Fig. 14 by using the existing

+12-volt supply on pin 9, grounding pin 3, and providing an addi-

tional +6 volt supply so that pin 9 is +6 volts and pin 3 is -6

volts with respect to the +6 volt supply at pin 2.

A square wave oscillator circuit is formed with 12 using

R9, RIO, and Cll as given in the manufacturer's application man-

ual. This oscillator produces a square wave at the output at

pin 10. The frequency of oscillation is adjusted to 1 MHz by

experimentally varying Cll until it is 33 pF. R9 and RIO are

chosen to be 1 kfi because these are typical values used by the

manufacturer [24].

The open-circuit output v10 at pin 10 switches from

V ' = 11.2 volts to V " = 5.0 volts and vice versa. When pin

10' is connected to CIO, this voltage produces a dc voltage

V, =8.1 volts on CIO. Since V, does not normally equal the

dc component of va, coupling capacitor C9 is required to keep
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V, from upsetting the balance of II. In order that v is

coupled to R8 without any significant distortion, C9 must be

chosen so that

2irf Cg R7 + R?
(64)

This relation is satisfied at f = 1 MHz when C9 = 0.1 yF. The

triangular waveform v. is generated by the charging and dis-

charging of CIO during alternate half cycles of the square-wave

output on pin 10 of 12. The time constant of this circuit is

found by assuming that V and G9 are shorted", that pin 10 re-

turns to the neutral through an internal resistance r , and that

the input impedance at pin 3 of II is large enough to be as-

sumed an open circuit. These assumptions mean that R7 , R8, r ,

and CIO are effectively in parallel which yields a time constant

T of

"° ° RC <65)R R + r r R
7 8 O 7 O 8

where R = R,R0r / R,R0 + r R, + r R0 is the parallel combination
7 8 O V. ' ° O7 O 8 J

of R7, R8, and r .

With these assumptions, the load on pin 10 of 12 can be

thought of as the parallel combination of R and CIO. Across ClO

there is an average dc bias of V, . If it is assumed that the

open circuit voltage v on pin 10 of 12 switches to V'0 = 11.2

volts at t = 0, the equation for v (t) during the half cycle,

t = 0 to t = 1/2 f, when CIO is charging is
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vt(t) = Vi'o-Vdc
1 -e + V, - Vdc tm ' (66)

Where at t = 0, (66) yields vt(0) =
 v
dc ~ vtm/* and at t = °°, (66)

yields v. (°°) = V|Q. The peak value of vt(t) occurs at t = l/2f

and is ̂ dc+^tm ='yt(l/2f). The peak value vtm of vt(t) can be

computed by substituting t = l/2f and T = RC10 into (66) and

evaluating

Vtm = j[Vt(1/2f) - Vtm

2fRC
1 - e

i o

(67)

Rearranging, taking the natural logarithm of both sides of

(67), and solving for C yields

- 1
i o (68)

2fR
2V

1 - tm

Vio-Vdc+Vtm

which is the value of CIO which yields V. ..

For 12, the typical value of r is 8 kfi; and R7 and R8

have been determined as 69.8 kn and 14.3 kfi respectively. .Sub-

stituting into (65) yields

69.8 x 14.3 x 8.0 x 109R =
(69.8 x 14.3 + 8.0 x 69.8 +8.0 x 14.3)10(

= 4.78 kfi .

(69)

Substituting f = 106 Hz, R = 4.78 kfi, V^ =0.1 volts, VIQ =11.2

volts, and V, =8.1 volts in (68) yields
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C.n = - - - = 1620 pF .
10 / -

2 X106 x 4 28X103 x £ 'i iu 4.^u iu J6
_

u.2 -8.1+0.1J (70)

A 1500 pF disc ceramic capacitor as given in Table III was

chosen from stock for CIO.

This concludes the design of the control circuits. The

final section of. the converter to be discussed next is the

drive circuit.

The Drive Circuit

This part of the converter boosts the power available

from the duty cycle output of differential comparator II to a

power sufficient to control the power switching transistor Ql.

The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 16. The output from

pin 7 of the differential comparator 11 is used to drive the

base of Q2 through R2. Bias resistor R4 and Zener diode DZ1

supplied by the -6 volts on pin 4 of 11 provide a negative

voltage at b which serves to reverse bias the emitter-base

junction of 02 through R3 during the off-time. When Q2 is on,

the +6 volt supply is applied to the primary winding N5 so that

the dotted ends of windings N5 and N4 are positive. The volt-

age coupled to the secondary winding N4 during the time Q2 is

on is of such a polarity to drive Ql through Rl so that when

Q2 turns on, Ql turns on. The time that Ql is on is desig-

nated t , and the time that Q2 is on is designated t' .
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to the base of 01
+ 6 volts

o

72.

N4.L4J CN5.L5
i - ni—* VŴ M«.M

I1- 1
*

R2

:R3
DZI

m /77

to pin 2
of 12

to pin 7
of II

to pin 4
of II
(-6 volts)

Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of the drive circuit.
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The time t' may not be the same as t because the responseon J on '

times of Q2 and Ql are normally different. The voltage applied

to N5 during the on-time of Q2 causes energy to be stored in T2.

When Q2 turns off, the energy stored during the on-time of Q2 is

discharged through Rl, D2, D3, and N4; and the voltage drop on

D2 and D3 provides a reverse bias on the emitter-base junction

of Ql to reduce the storage and fall times of Ql. It should be

noted that T2 serves three functions. One is to provide isola-

tion between the source and the load. The second function is to

provide base drive to Ql. The third function is to store energy

during the on-time of Q2 which can be used to reverse-bias Ql

during the off-time of Q2 to speed turn-off of Ql.

Primary and secondary current relations for T2. The de-

sign of the drive circuit begins with an analysis of the current

waveforms of mutual inductor T2. T2 is a mutual inductor wound

on a toroidal ferrite core with a linear B-H characteristic. In

the following analysis, it is assumed that Ql and Q2 switch in-

stantaneously with the exception of the storage time of Ql and

that the primary inductance L5 is large enough so that the vari-

ation of the primary current is linear. Fig. 17(a) shows the

waveform for the primary current i (t) and Fig. 17(b) shows the

waveform for the secondary current i,^ (t) . Since the resistance

in the primary circuit is negligible, the voltages v (t) on N5

and v4(t) on N4 are constant during t' ; consequently, i^ (t) is

constant and equal to -I given by
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K

N5*4
N/i

h-f,on

Ai5n

•t'off

0u

I4 (t)
mVpp

NsK Rl
N4 "J4

i

2

(a)

0
t
2

I4n(t)

3T
2

(b)
Fig. 17. Current waveforms for T2.
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U fe-v ]/N]-V ,
<t> =- - -— - J BE

*t » 1 *t '^* * -—'- -

(71)

where the subscript n designates iI)(t) during t' VCE2 is the

collector-emitter saturation voltage on Q2 during t' , and VBEI

is the base-emitter saturation voltage on Ql during t' . Sym-

bols such as VG 2 and VfiE, are used in lieu of
 vcE(sat)2

 and

V . to represent the saturation voltages of transistors in

order to eliminate lengthy and cumbersome subscripts on these

variables. Also during t' , the primary current i n(t) consists

of a constant component N5I4/N which is I reflected to the pri-

mary and a component which represents the energy stored in T2 and

increases approximately linearly during t' by Aisn as shown in

Fig. 17(a). Assuming that i (t) varies linearly during t' ,

the voltage of self induction is

. VNs = L5 Ai5nAon ' (72)

Since VKT must equal 6-V 9, the slope di ^/dt = Ai /t' ofIN W-O £* 5 n 5 on

i (t) during t' must be [ §-M ^\ /L which yieldss n on v L'.CĴ  ) s

6 " VCE2i (t) = —_J^£ t-fK 0 < t < t' (73)sn L ~ — on
5

where K is the value of i (t) at t = 0 as shown in Fig. 17(a).

The subscript f designates variables during the time period t'

During t',.,-, i ̂ (t) =0; but i -(t) is nonzero flowing into theor r s r 41

dotted end of N4 and passing through D2, D3, and Rl. The differ-

ential equation for i f(t) around this loop is
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di (t) R mv

- -0 i t i * (74)

where VFD is the forward voltage on diode D2 or D3 and the num-

ber of diodes m is as yet undetermined. Solving (74) for i f(t)

yields

R

\f(t) =Ae * - R
FD t^ <. t <. T . (75)

Expressions for the primary and secondary currents during both

t' and t' ,. have been derived. During t' , i (t) is given byon orr on "*n

(71) and i5n(t) by (73). During tQff, isf(t) = 0 and i1(f(t) is

given by (75).

There are two unknown constants, K in (73) and A in (75),

Their values are related to the steady-state energy levels in

mutual inductor T2. One set of conditions is found by equating

the total ampere turns just prior to turn-on to the total ampere

turns just after turn-on to obtain

N i (0)
•-£sn + .1 (0) = i _(t) . (76)

Another set of conditions is obtained by equating the ampere

turns just prior to turn-off to the ampere turns just after

turn-off to obtain



Substituting (71), (73), and (75) into (76) yields

R

mv
N -I = A eu

FD

Substituting (71), (73), and (75) into (77) yields

f6 - V.N_i[!
N
4 L

CF2CE2 t' + K -I =on

Solving (78 ) for K and substituting into ( 7 9 ) yields

Ns 6 - V CE2
on

A =

1 -e

Substituting (80) into (78) and solving for K yields

6- VCE2

K =
L5 "°n l

!Lf
L off

4

5

mVFD T

i -Rt J

-1
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(78)

(79)

(80)

(81)

The constant K given in (81) can be substituted into (73) to

find i (t) during t' . During t'f i -(t) = 0.0. The basesn ^ on ^ off sf"

drive i (t) for Ol during t' is given by (71), and the constant
"» - " on

A in (80) can be substituted into (75) to find i f(t) during

t' _. Now that relations for the currents in T2 have been de-orf

termined, the design of the drive circuit can continue.
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Base drive for Ql. The next step in the design is to

determine the magnitude of the base current required by Ql as

Sbdnax) = 11C(max)
/hife (82)

where i , , . is the maximum instantaneous base current corres-ib (max)

ponding to the maximum instantaneous collector current i C(max\

in Ql. A current gain h _ of 10 is assumed, as used in the

manufacturer's specification sheet for switching five amperes,

to insure that Ql is driven into saturation. The maximum instan

taneous collector current occurs when the output power Pn is a

maximum at 20 watts, the source voltage Ec is a minimum at 21t>

volts, and t = t' . It has been calculated in (57) as 3.18 am-on

peres. Using (82), the maximum base current i j. / \ for Ql is

•3 -1 O.

"i K/ ^ = ̂ TT̂  = 0.318 amperes . (83)ib(max) 10 ^

The drive current I given in (71) must have a magnitude at

least as large as i , , . in (83) so that

Ns~ V
I = — - - - - > 0.318 amperes . (84)

From the specification sheets for Ql and Q2, VCE2
 = 0-8 volts

and V__; =1.7 volts.
DEi JL

At this time, it is necessary to determine, the turns ra-

tio for T2. It is desired that Rl be as small as possible to

minimize power dissipation; consequently, the voltage on N4 dur-

ing t' should be small. Also, the same principles of design are
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applied to T2 as were applied to Tl. Because the source imped-

ances of T2 are small, leakage inductance degrades the switching

performance of T2 more than winding, capacitance so T2 should be

bifilar wound to reduce leakage inductance. In consideration of

these principles, a unity turns ratio is chosen for T2 so that

the voltage on N4 is 6-V_,,.,0 volts during t ' and N4 and N5 areO-t̂ ^ on

wound turn for turn to minimize leakage inductance.

Solving for Rl in (84) and substituting for V_,E2/
 VRFI'

1^ , and n yields

R - "5
 VBE1 _ (6 -0.8) - 1.7 _ in , o /ocx

K i ~ i 0 . 3 1 8 ' ' ( '

The value chosen from stock for Rl is 10 Q, as given in Table III.

Reverse bias. The next step in the design is to consider

i ,. (t) during t' ... This current should be sufficient during the

first part of t ,.,. to provide the current to sweep the charge

stored during t' from the emitter-base junction of Ql so that

storage time and fall time are minimized. The current i ,;(t)
4 r

should also be nonzero during all of t',.,. since reverse-biased

transistors can block greater collector voltage spikes. The

current i^f(t) is obtained from the energy stored in T2 during

t' . This stored energy should not be too great since i (t)on ^ sn

must increase in magnitude proportionately. When i5 (t) in-

creases, i, (t) must increase to maintain Q2 in saturation re-

sulting in more power dissipation and possibly a requirement for

another stage of amplification. This means that the energy
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stored in T2 should be minimized to maintain a high efficiency,

but enough energy must be stored to reverse bias Ql and reduce

the storage time of Ql.

Determination of L4, L5, and m. Under the condition of

maximum source current, i (0) must be at least equal to I /n if

Ql is to be driven into saturation. In order to determine L4,

L5, and the number of diodes m, t = 0 and K from (81) are substi-

tuted into (73) to obtain

6 - VCE2 ,

= K =
L. t '

L off
e * -1

N

(86)

where V__0 = 0.8 volts, R = 10 ohms, V— = 0.66 volts at 200
\,CA£. 1 r 1J

ma, N4/N5 = 1, L^ = L5, and I^ = 0.318 amperes from (84). If

switching response times are neglected, then t' = t =0.4

ysec from (50) and t' f = t f f = 0.6 ysec. Substituting these

values into (86) yields

2.08

10
_6

- 1 - 0.066 m+ I >. I
it

(87)

= L and m. Thewhich can be solved by trial and error for

number of diodes m must be less than 6 since the maximum emit-

ter-base voltage .̂.
r U

for Ql is 4 volts.
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Since K is constant, the expression, for Ai is derived

6 - V
Ai CE2 tf

on
(88)

If it is assumed that Ai =2 ma to minimize the energy stored

in T2, then solving (88) for L5 yields

6 - V,
L = CE2 = 6 - 0 . 8

Alsn o n 2 x 1 0 -3
0.4 xlo~b = 1.04 mH . (89)

Letting L^ = Lg = 1 mH and substituting into (87) yields

2.08 x 10~6

io-3

and solving for m yields

6 xio_ 6

10
- 3

-1

- 1

>. 0 .066 m ( 9 0 )

m < 5.25 diodes (91)

If it is assumed that the current i At' } at turn-off"»f L on J

is 0.2 amperes, then the number of diodes needed to obtain this

current can be computed by substituting t = t' into (75) to ob-

tain

i .ft' 1 = 0.2 < A -•»fl onj -

mVFD (92)

Solving (92) for m yields
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m < (A- 0.2) =
FD VFD

N5 6 -

on
- 0.2

L. off
1- e

(93)

Substituting known values into (93) yields

m 10
- 0.66

9j_§.(Q.4 xio-6)
io-3

10

1-e 10

-* 0.2
— (0.6 x 10~6)
,-3

= 2.24 (94)

The lesser of the two values for m in (91) and (92) , or

m = 2, is chosen. Two 10A26 diodes are used for D2 and D3 . The

last step in the design of the drive circuit is to design T2

so that L^ and LS are 1 mH.

Mutual inductor T2 . As mentioned earlier a toroidol core

configuration with N^ = N5 and bifilar winding is chosen to re-

duce the leakage inductance. In addition, Ferroxcube Corp. type

3D3 ferrite material is chosen because it has the lowest loss

factor at a frequency of 1 MHz. The final procedure is to

choose a core size, compute the number of turns which is re-

quired to make 1 mH, check the mmf to be certain that the core

is not saturated, determine the wire size, and check to be cer-

tain that the turns for N4 and N5 fit in the window area. This

procedure is repeated by trial and error until the smallest core

that meets the requirements is found. For this converter, Fer-

roxcube Corp. toroidal core 768T188/3D3 is chosen. This core

has an inductance factor A of 4.5 mH/1000 turns, a mean freeL
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path length £ of 3.03 cm, and a window area A of 0.40 in2.
" VMT

The number of turns for N4 and N5 is calculated as

it

= N = (1000)2/415l = 103/(415) / 2 = 49.1 turns (95)

N4 and N5 are therefore chosen to be 49 turns. The mmf corres-

ponding to ^ f t - r is calculated as

N i Jt'J N,
H = 0 . 4 T T " *r °nJ = 0 . 4 T T —

A -

49

= 0.4TT j-^ : - = 4.39 Oersteds . (96)

Since the saturation mmf for 3D3 material is 5 Oersteds, the

core is not driven to saturation. In order to determine the re-

quired wire size, the maximum full-cycle average value of the ab-

solute value of i (t) and i (t) must be determined. The maximum
"t 5

values of i^ (t) and is(t) occur when t' =0.4 ysec and

t' = 0.6 ysec. From Fig. 17 knowing that Ai = 2 ma, ig(t)

is

t'-f Alsnl _ 0.4L „„ , 0.002i (t) = -£H K +-^p = . £ ± £ 0 . 5 3 2 +^^\ = 0.213 Amperes
5 II £• j X • w I ^J

(97)

Again using Fig. 17
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mV N K

= ] 0.318 (0.4) + j[o.348 - 2(0^6) + 0.532- 0 . 318J 0 . 6 1/1.0

= 0.1272 +^-(0. 430)0. 6 = 0.256 Amperes . (98)

Based on 1000 circular mils per ampere N4 and N5 can be wound

using AWG 26 wire. This wire with heavy formvar insulation can

be wound with 2932 turns per in2. Assuming a winding factor of

0.4, the number of turns N of AWG 25 that can be wound on core

768T188/3D3 is

N = 0.4(ACJ2932 = 0.4(0.4)2932 = 469 turns . (99)

Since N4 + N5 = 98 is much less than 469, the design of T2 and

the converter has been completed. The next section gives the

experimental results and some conclusions.

Experimental Results

This section discusses experimental data obtained from

the 1 MHz dc to dc converter shown in Fig. 11. Regulation and

efficiency characteristics for the converter are given. Photo-

graphs of selected waveforms in the circuit are used to show

properties such as voltage and current amplitudes and switching

times. Throughout the section, design techniques which could

improve the performance of the converter are discussed.
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Fig. 18 shows the output voltage V regulation charac-

teristics for load conditions from light to heavy. The conver-

ter should not be operated with no load because the voltage on

C3 and C4 could exceed safe operation limits causing the destruc-

tion of one or more components. A 50 to 100 Kft resistor could be

added in parallel with R to prevent no-load conditions. The

addition of this resistor would cause additional power loss of

only 8 to 16 mw. Fig. 18 shows a family of three curves; one

each for the minimum source voltage E^ of 21 volts, an E,, of 26

volts, and the maximum E of 31 volts. Over the full range of
o

data, V varied from 21.48 to 28.30 volts for a mean value of

27.89 volts. The output voltage regulation can be expressed as

±1.47 percent about the mean of 27.89 volts. When P increases,

the average source current must increase. Consequently, output

voltage V decreases as the output power P increases and as the

source voltage E decreases because losses in the main power

path caused by greater currents are not fully compensated by the

converter. Regulation can be improved by decreasing the ampli-

tude of the triangular waveform v . However, when this is done,

it may also be necessary to reduce the comparator hysteresis for

example by using a feedback resistor from the output to the pos-

itive input of the comparator. Additionally, it may be neces-

sary to reduce the magnitude of the output ripple voltage at the

input to the comparator if it is on the order of the new magni-

tude of v .
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The converter efficiency characteristics shown in Fig.

19 were obtained by measuring the current and voltage of each

source Ec, + 12 volts, +6 volts, and -6 volts and computing the
O

input power to the converter as the sum of the power from these

four sources. The output power P was computed as the square

of the output voltage VQ divided by the load R^. The efficiency

shown is the ratio of these power computations. Three curves

are shown; one each for E_ = 21, 26, and 31 volts. Each curve

has the same general shape. Efficiency is lower for higher

source voltages and is a minimum at light load. Efficiency in-

creases as load increases passing a maximum at PQ = 10 watts and

decreasing slightly as P increases.

Power losses occur in several major areas of the conver-

ter. These are semiconductor static and switching losses, core

losses, and power transistor Ql drive circuit losses. Other

areas where power losses are not as significant are the power

supplied to the comparator and triangular waveform generator,

the copper loss in the circuit wiring, and the filter capacitor

series and shunt resistances.

Transistor 01 static power loss includes the product of

collector current Ij during the on time, saturation voltage

V_c, / x.\, and the duty cycle. This loss increases when the col-Cij v.sat)

lector current or duty cycle increases, that is when P_ in-

creases or ES decreases. Static loss also includes the product

of the blocking voltage and leakage current during the off time
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time (lOOnsec/div)

in
•
o

time f 20nsec/di\/)

in

E 0-

time (20nsec/div)

Fig. 19. The collector-emitter voltage vCE1<t)
 and

the collector current i,(t) when Eg = 21

volts and RT = 100 ohms.
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multiplied by 1-duty cycle and this loss increases when E in-
O

creases or the duty cycle decreases. Dynamic losses occur dur-

ing the switching times and are the integrals of the products

of VCE^ an(^ ^c^ ^Urin9 turn-on and turn-off multiplied by

the respective time periods of the integrations and divided by

T. Dynamic losses also increase as Eg and P increase. Static

and dynamic losses in diode Dl behave the same as the losses in

Ql except that Dl is off when Ql is on. This means that static

power loss when Dl is on decreases with duty cycle and vice

versa.

Core losses are highly dependent on frequency which is

constant in this converter; however, hysteresis losses increase

as the flux excursion increases and copper losses increase as

the current levels increase. This means that core loss in-

creases as Pn increases.

Power required to supply the base drive to Ql is the

third major area of power dissipation. The drive circuits dis-

sipate more power when Ql and Q2 are on so the power dissipated

in these circuits increases as the duty cycle increases, or as

P_ increases and E ' decreases.

Figs. 19 and 20 show the collector-emitter voltage V ,

and the collector current i waveforms of power switching tran-

sistor Ql. The waveforms in Fig. 19 are for the conditions

ES = 21 volts and R = 100 ohms. In both figures, (a) shows a

full period of the waveform, (b) shows the turn-on portion
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(b)

(c)

time (lOOnsec/div/)

**in

time (2Qnsec/div)

•> ^

^ »in °• ̂ ^
o

time (20nsec/div)

Fig. 20. The collector-emitter voltage vc£1(t) and

the collector current i,(t) when ES = 31

volts and R. s 100 ohms.
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expanded, and (c) shows the turn-off portion expanded. By ex-

amining Figs. 19(a) and 20(a), it is determined that the time T

for a full period is 0.8 ysec resulting in a switching frequency

of 1.25 MHz. The frequency was increased slightly above 1 MHz

so that the entire period would occupy slightly less than the

full width of one oscilloscope photograph.

In the beginning of this chapter, the fact that the

switching speed of semiconductors is the limiting factor for de-

signing switching converters at a frequency as high as 1 MHz was

discussed. This limitation shows up in the experimental effi-

ciency curves in Fig. 21. It can be seen that efficiency is

lower at higher values of E,,. This phenomena occurs because

switching loss in Dl and especially Ql are the major power

losses in the converter and these losses increase as E increas-
o

eg. The waveform in Fig. 20(c) for Ec = 31 volts shows a sig-o

nificant increase in the switching time as well as the magnitude

of voltage switched in comparison to the waveform in Fig. 19(c)

for £„ = 21 volts. The increase in semiconductor switching

losses and semiconductor static losses during the off time ex-

ceeds the decrease in saturated semiconductor losses, drive cir-

cuit losses, and core loss when E increases. The fact that the
O

majority of the converter power loss is in Ql is supported by

the fact that this component operates at a higher temperature

than any other in the converter even though it is mounted on a

heavy copper heat sink. Fig. 19 (b) indicates that v-..,, switches
Uiji.

from 90 to 10 percent of the blocking voltage in 25 nsec. The
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collector current ir, switches from 10 to 90 percent of the lin-

early extrapolated initial current in 10 nsec. The collector

current appears to switch much faster than v™, and reaches a

peak much higher than the initial current. This peak is coupled

through Tl and is inverted in the waveform for i . In addition,

the peak increases if external capacitance is added in parallel

with Dl; therefore, it is assumed that the current peak is the

current required to charge the junction capacitance of Dl when

Ql turns on. This suggests that switching losses in Ql during

turn-on may be reduced if the junction capacitance of Dl can be

reduced.

In general, the performance characteristics of this 1

MHz dc to dc converter are good. Regulation is less than 1.5

percent and efficiency approaches 80 percent at power outputs

from 5 to 20 watts. Switching in the main power path is ac-

complished in less than 10 percent of the full period at a

switching frequency of 1 MHz. Some conclusions about the 1 MHz

converter are given in the next section.

Conclusion

Most dc to dc converters are designed with typical oper-

ating frequencies from 2 to 20 kHz and maximum operating fre-

quencies in the vincinty of 100 kHz. The design of a 1 MHz con-

verter was begun because of requirements for satellites to meas-

ure electromagnetic radiation in outer space within the
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frequency range of 0.2 to 100 kHz. In order that the power' con-

ditioning equipment on the satellites does not interfere with

the measurements, the switching frequencies must be well above

the 0.2 to 100 kHz range, for example 1 MHz. The converter de-

sign discussed in this chapter demonstrates the feasibility of

designing converters at megahertz switching frequencies.

The chapter begins with a discussion of design princi-

ples which must be considered when designing circuits to switch

at frequencies near 1 MHz. In general, stray inductance, capac-

itance, and coupling must be kept small by shielding and keeping

circuit lead length to a minimum. Also, the circuit components

must meet special high-frequency requirements. Magnetic mater-

ials with low loss factors at 1 MHz and high-frequency capaci-

tors must be used. Leakage inductance in the mutual inductors

has to be minimized to prevent large voltage spikes on the

switching elements. In addition, high-frequency bypass capaci-

tors are required at various points in the .circuit- to reduce

switching spikes. integrated circuits are needed in the control

circuits for the differential voltage comparator and the trian-

gular waveform generator in order to reduce the effects of stray

parameters and to obtain faster switching speeds. The power

switching diodes and transistors used in the design need to

switch the required voltage and current at least as fast as 50

nsec. The switching speed of the power transistor is considered

to be the most significant factor limiting an additional in-

crease in switching frequency and only a few diodes and
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transistors are available which switch the required voltage and

current as fast as 50 nsec.

The design of the converter is approached by dividing

the converter into five basic circuits excluding the DC Source

and the Load. These circuits are shown in Fig. 10 as the Power

Circuit, Output Filter, Drive Circuit, Differential Voltage Com-

parator, and Triangular Waveform Generator. The Triangular

Waveform Generator oscillates at a constant frequency of 1 MHz

which determines the operating frequency of the converter and,

in conjunction with the Comparator, determines the duty cycle

required to maintain regulation. The Drive Circuit amplifies

the duty cycle signal from the Comparator to a sufficient power

level to drive the power transistor in the Power Circuit. The

Power Circuit converts the dc power from the Source to ac power

and back to dc power with a regulated average direct voltage

level which can be at either a higher or lower voltage level

than the source. The Output Filter averages the switched direct

voltage from the Power Circuit to a constant value on the Load

with sufficiently small ripple voltage.

The particular circuit configuration utilized for this

converter was chosen because it provides electrical isolation be-

tween the source and the load and a regulated output voltage

which may be either greater than or less than the source voltage.

The choice of a megahertz switching frequency reduces the values

of required capacitors, especially the filter capacitors, and
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permits the use of ceramic capacitors instead of electrolytic

capacitors. This is an advantage since electrolytic capacitors

are considerably less reliable than ceramic capacitors as was

discussed in the previous chapter. The high switching frequency

reduces the size and weight of the circuitry especially in the

areas of magnetic components and capacitors in the output filter

and power circuit.

The power output of the converter was designed to be 20

watts; however, the power switching transistor Ql is capable of

processing more power. The converter power output can be in-

creased by redesigning mutual inductor Tl to process the addi-

tional power and by increasing the output capability of the

Drive Circuit so that more base drive is provided to Ql. The

output voltage regulation is ±1.47 percent and might be able to

be improved by reducing the hysteresis of the Comparator and the

magnitude of the .triangular waveform VT. The maximum efficiency

of 79 percent occurs at P =10 watts and decreases to 72 per-

cent at the full power output of 20 watts. The efficiency is

not as high as efficiencies of the lower-switching-frequency

converters which are in the range of 90 percent but should be

considered good for a switching frequency of 1 MHz. The major-

ity of the power losses are the static and switching losses of

transistor Ql. Therefore, the efficiency of this converter will

be improved with the availability of power transistors with

faster switching sp.eeds, lower saturation voltages, and higher

current gains.
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This converter is not inherently self-starting. By the

nature of the regulation means, Ql remains on as long as V is
A

below its level at regulation. This means that Ql will remain

on continuously as long as V. is less than V, plus its valueJ ^ A tm ̂

when the converter is regulating. To make the converter self-

starting, a circuit which switches Ql at a fixed duty cycle ade-

quate to achieve at least V = 28 volts under the conditions of

minimum RT and E_ must be included in the design. The starting
Jj o

circuit must also be designed to turn off when Vn reaches 28

volts. Starting is an important subject but this dissertation

does not address it. The emphasis is on designing a converter

to operate at a switching frequency of 1 MHz with reasonable

efficiency.

The next chapter of this dissertation is purely analyti-

cal. The method of closed loop regulation with a triangular .

waveform and a voltage comparator as used in the converter dis-

cussed in this chapter is analyzed using the technique of non-

linear analysis which employs the phase plane and sequence func-

tions.



Chapter IV

PHASE-PLANE ANALYSIS OF A SWITCHING REGULATOR

SYSTEM DRIVEN BY A SMALL-AMPLITUDE

TRIANGULAR WAVEFORM

Because of the mathematical difficulties encountered

the nonlinear analysis of switching systems is usually restricted

out of necessity to those systems which yield autonomous equa-

tions. The equations of these systems depend on time only

through the derivative with respect to time and on the circuit

parameters which must be independent of time. Often, however,

one encounters systems which have one or more properties that are

dependent on a driving function.

The last chapter presented the design of a circuit which

uses a triangular driving function in a dc to dc converter to

determine a duty cycle which, in the closed-loop system, main-

tained a regulated output voltage. This system serves as a model

of the type of circuit which is the subject of the nonlinear

analysis presented in this chapter. The system is a switching

system which is linear during each state of the switch.

The nonlinear analysis of switching systems may be per-

formed by the method of point transformations in piece-wise

(117)
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linear systems [25]. In this method, each mode of the switching

system is considered a linear system. A set of initial condi-

tions are assumed and are transformed using the linear system

equations into the final conditions of the first mode. These

final conditions are assumed as the initial conditions of the

second mode and the second mode final conditions are derived.

This process continues until the final conditions of the final

mode are determined. These conditions may then be equated to

the assumed first set of initial conditions to determine the

system equations for the steady-state system. A total phase

plane can then be drawn which consists of segments which are

defined by the linear systems' equations for each mode of the

switching system. The analysis performed in this chapter shows

that a periodic triangular driving function in a regulator sys-

tem can be analyzed using the method of point transformations in

piece-wise linear systems. The application of this method to a

regulator system utilizing a triangular driving function is

shown to be dependent on the amplitude voltage of the triangular

function being small compared to the reference voltage and on

the fact that the time derivative of a triangular function is

constant during fixed periods of time.

The first section of this chapter develops the model for

the analysis and gives the assumptions which are made. In addi-

tion, the means by which regulation is maintained is briefly

discussed to expand the explanation given in Chapter III to in-

clude hysteresis. The next section is devoted to developing the
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system equations for each linear state of the system. These

equations are used to sketch the limit cycle in the phase-plane

for the system, and the method of point transformations is ap-

plied to obtain the sequence functions defining the steady-state

conditions. The final section is devoted to conclusions which

can be made about the analysis. An experimental limit cycle

for a converter operating at a switching frequency of 2 kHz is

compared to the theoretical limit cycle and the accuracy of the

sequence functions are experimentally verified in Appendix C.

Parameters and circuit conditions for this converter are shown

in Table C.2.

Development of the System Model

The circuit for which the analysis of this chapter is

performed is a regulated dc to dc converter using inductive-

energy storage and having electrical isolation between the

source and load. The 1 MHz converter discussed in detail in the

previous chapter is an example of a converter of this type.

However, the high operating frequency prohibits a direct appli-

cation of the analysis to this specific converter since a fre-

quency of 1 MHz would require the inclusion of effects such as

stray capacitance, leakage inductance, and finite switching

times which would overly complicate the analysis but which can

be neglected at lower operating frequencies. It is for this

reason that the experimental verification in Appendix C is made
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using a 2 kHz converter.

In order to perform the analysis, a model must be estab-

lished and assumptions must be made. Fig. 22 shows a diagram of

the model which is to be used. This diagram is used in the next

section of this chapter to develop the system equations. In or-

der to develop the model depicted in Fig. 22, it is assumed that

the mutual inductor is unity coupled so that it has no leakage

inductance and that it has no distributed capacitance. Also,

transistor Q and diode D are assumed to switch instantaneously.

Any internal series resistance in the source E and primary in-

ductance L is combined with the effective saturation resistance

of power transistor Q to form R . Similarly, the internal ser-

ies resistance of the secondary inductance L is combined with
o

the forward resistance of diode D to form R . It is also neces-
o

sary to include in the analysis the internal series resistance

R_ of filter capacitor C. The load resistance is R. The pri-

mary current is ip, the secondary current is i , the load cur-

rent is i_, and the output current of the hysteresis block which
JL

drives Q is i,,. The collector-emitter voltage on Q is v_E, the

anode-cathode voltage on D is VD, and the output, or load, volt-

age is v.

The system operation is described in detail in Chapter

III and is described only briefly here. Energy from the source

E is stored in L as i increases during the time t when Q is

in saturation. It should be observed that the relative
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polarities of the voltages across L and L are such that diode
P s

D is reverse-biased during t and i must be zero; however, Con o

is discharging into R so that the output voltage v is maintained.

During t ff when Q is blocking and D is conducting, i is zero

and the energy stored in the mutual inductor is discharging

through L into C and R by means of i0. In this manner, capac-
S o

itance C and L act as a filter which smooths the secondary cur-
S

rent pulses i producing a dc voltage with small amplitude rip-
O

pie on R.

The summer shown in Fig. 22 is used to add a triangular

waveform v. to the output voltage v and to compare this sum with

the reference voltage V . The difference of V^ and v + v. is the}\ . i\ "C

error voltage € which is given by

€(t) = VR -v(t) -vt(t) . (100)

In typical applications, the summer is part of a differential

voltage comparator. This circuit switches between two modes

whenever 6 exceeds a certain voltage level or falls below another

voltage level. The two modes are forward current iH and reverse

current -iu. Diode D' provides a path for the reverse currentrl

during t ff. This type of switching has a hysteresis character-

istic as shown in Fig. 22 where 6 and -6 are the switching

levels for 6-

The means of regulation can best be understood by exam-

ining Fig. 23. This figure shows the time variation of v + v. (t)
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voltage

v+vtm-

X turn-off

O turn-on

Fig. 23. Utilization of the triangular waveform to
determine duty cycle.
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where v is assumed to have a constant value V which is equiva-

lent to assuming negligible ripple voltage on the load R and

steady-state conditions. This assumption is made only to sim-

plify the explanation of regulation and is not required in the

analysis. The error voltage G at the input terminals of the

hysteresis block is portrayed as the difference between the

dotted reference line V and any arbitrary point on the V+v (t)
R " tl

waveform. 8 is positive when VD is greater than V+ v,(t) and is
R U

negative when V + v. (t) is greater than V . The period of v.(t)

is shown to be T. The instant when turn-off occurs is-marked

by a cross where V+ v. (t) is greater than V by 6 and must al-
t R 2

ways occur on the positive slope of v.(t). If the waveform

V+v. always lies below V_, + 6 , i.e., if V+V. < V^.+ fi ort R 2 tm R. 2

€ = V - V - v. > -6 , then Q will never turn off. The instant of

turn-on is marked by a circle and occurs when V+v. (t) is less

than V^ by 6 and must always occur on the negative slope of
R 1

v. ( t ) . If the waveform V + v . always lies above V -6 . i.e.,
U U Xx 1

if V - V. >V
R~<5 or € < 6 / then Q will never turn on. Upon

studying Fig. 23 further, it can be seen that as V increases t

decreases and t ff increases. This is the same phenomenum ex-

plained in Chapter III using Fig. 15 where the hysteresis was

neglected. The approximate dc or steady-state relationship be-

tween the source voltate E and the output voltage V can be de-

rived by equating the expressions for the flux excursions during

t and as [22]
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. V= (Ns/NP)(
ton/toff)E ' (101)

The derivation of this equation assumes that there is negligible

resistance in the dc current paths for ip and i , that V remains

constant, that v_,p during t and VD during t ,.,. are negligible

compared respectively to E and V, and that switching occurs in-

stantly.

Formulation of the System Equations

The objective of this section is to develop differential

equations which can be used to describe trajectories on the

phase plane for which the method of point transformations can be

applied. The development begins with the differential equations

for the output voltage v for the two states, t and t ff, of

the system derived for the circuit in Fig. 22 assuming instan-

taneous switching and a linear B-H characteristic for the mutual

inductor. During t , diode D is reverse-biased and ic = 0;on o

therefore, v is described by a simple first-order differential

equation for the current loop for i_ where v = RiT asLi L

+ -. - — v = 0 . (102)
dt

During t , D is forward-biased and i is nonzero. Since i_ isor i o jj

now dependent on two energy-storage components, L and C, the
»̂

derived equation for v during t ff is a second-order differential

equation given by
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(ios;

where it has been assumed that V is constant and R and R are
LJ \*r ID

negligible compared to R. Equations (102) and (103) are derived

in detail in Appendix A.

If a phase plane for dv/dt versus v is considered, the

switching points must be described by solving (100) for v(t) as

v(t) = V - v. (t) -6(t)
K \,

(104)

The switching points for v(t) are found by substituting

6(t) = & t and -<$2. When this is done, it is obvious that the

switching lines drawn in the dv/dt versus v phase plane do not

have fixed positions since v is still a function of the time-

varying triangular waveform v . In order to obtain fixed switch-

ing lines in the phase plane, a change of dependent variable from

v to G is made using (104). Substituting v(t) from (104) into

(102') yields

where T_, =

yields

dz€

dt2 RC

dt dt (105)

RC; and substituting v(t) into (103)

RC

dv

dt

(106)
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where u>2 = |L C| . Since switching occurs whenever G = 6 oro V s J * i

-62 which are constants, switching points are located on fixed

lines in the phase plane.

Equations (105) and (106) can be put in a more compact

form which is more easily analyzed by normalizing the variables.

In this case, time is normalized with respect to the period of

the natural frequency w as

T = uot . (107)

Also, the error voltage G is normalized to the reference voltage

VR as

x = G/VR . (108)

When the changes in variables defined in (107) and (108) are

made in (105) and (106), they become

d* R" Vfc t
Vc

(110)
R

where T is the normalized time constant of the iT current loop

during t and is defined by
on

(ill)

V4_ = v./V is the normalized triangular waveform, dv /dr is the
t .t K L

normalized derivative of the triangular waveform defined by
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dv dv

and h is the normalized damping factor during t ,.,- defined by

h = 1 1 . C s
RC L

S

(113)

It can be seen that (109) and (110) are the generalized

first and second order linear differential equations in terms of

the normalized error voltage x with time-dependent driving func-

tions on the right-hand sides of the equations. These driving

functions result from the addition of the time-dependent peri-

odic triangular voltage v.(t) to the output voltage v at the

summer shown in Fig. 22. Equations (109) and (110) are nonauto-

nomous equations which are difficult to analyze, especially us-

ing phase-plane techniques. In the dx/di versus x phase plane,

(109) is represented as a straight line with a slope of -!/TC

and the ordinate intercept equal to the value of the right-hand

side; therefore this line moves parallel to itself with the or-

dinate and abscissa intercepts varying as v. and dv /dt vary.

If 0 <h < 1 in (110), the solution of this equation in the phase

plane is a stable focus whose equilibrium point is located on

the abscissa at the value of x equal to the right-hand side of

(110); therefore the equilibrium point of this focus moves along

the x-axis as v. and dv./dt vary with time.
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Equations (109) and (110) can be simplified if the nature

of v (t) is examined. The peak value V. of v, (t) can always bet tm t

much smaller than Vn so that V. « V . Because of this, v. inj\ tim i\ u

the numerators of the first terms on the right-hand sides of

(109) and (110) can be neglected. Additionally, by the nature

of a triangular waveform, dv. /dt and dv. /dr are constant and

have equal magnitudes but opposite signs during half of the total

time period T of v so that for 0 <. t <. T/2 using the time ref-

erence given in Fig. 23

dv. 4V-.t _ tm , , , . ,
-- (114)

and for T/2 <_ t <_ T

dv. -4V.
_ t _ _ tm
dt T '

Substituting (114) and (115) respectively into (112) yields the

normalized derivatives for 0 £ t <_ T/2 as

dv. 4V.t tm

and for T/2 <. t <. T as

dv^ -4V,

dt WflVRT

By neglecting v and substituting (116) and (117) into (109) and

(110) the following equations are obtained

DURING t"on
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, , , .4V. 0 < t < T/2dx | 1 x - 1 tm - -
ffF T^ T^ a) v T (lib;d C C ^R1 o <. T <L u0T/2

, . . 4V. T/2 < t < T
- -

TC TC a)oVR1 wQT/2 £ T <.

DURING t ,,off:

8hV. 0 < t £. T/2
- (120)

dT2 R OR 0 £ T £ a)0T/2

j V^ ShV,. T/2 i t <_ T
2h i+ x = l++ -'

dT2 Ul VR "oV" o)QT/2 £ T £ U)QT

It can be seen that t has been eliminated from the right-hand

sides of these equations so that they are constants. The elimin-

ation of t has made the equations autonomous so that they can be

plotted on the phase plane as is done in the next section.

Plotting in the Phase Plane dx/dT Versus x

The first step in determining the phase plane trajectory

is to determine the nature of (118) through (121) in the phase

plane. Equations (118) and (119) are linear functions of dx/dx

and x. This means that the phase plane trajectory during t is

made up of straight lines with slopes equal to -\/i and dx/dx
v-

intercepts equal to the right-hand sides of (118) and (119).

Equations (120) and (121) are second order differential

equations in x whose solutions are damped sinusoidal waveforms
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which are represented in the phase plane by spirals with focuses

located on the x-axis at values of x equal to the right-hand

sides of (120) and C121).

It is concluded that there are four segments of the

phase-plane trajectory. During t , there are two linear seg-

ments which are portions of the lines defined by (118) and (119).

During t ,.,-, there are two segments of spirals defined by (120)

and (121). The positions of the two linear segments defined by

(118) and (119) are always fixed being defined by their slopes

I/T and their dx/dT intercepts which do not change. The posi-

tions of the two spiral segments defined by (120) and (121) are

not fixed and depend on the phenomena which occur at switching.

By reason of the hysteresis, it is known that turn-on occurs

when € = 6' and turn-off occurs when 6 = ~&Z' These values of 6

normalized with respect to V are at turn-on
r\

x = Xl (122)

and at turn-off

x = - A2 (123)

where

'A , = 6,/VR (124)

X2 = 62/VR . (125)

Since 6 , 6 , and V are constants, (122) and (123) are vertical
1 2 K .

lines in the phase plane perpendicular to the x-axis and, be-

cause of the nature of hysteresis, are confined to the first
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and third quadrants of the phase plane. These lines are called

switching lines; and whenever the phase plane trajectory crosses

one, switching must occur. For x = Al turn-on occurs; and for

x = -A , turn-off occurs.

A representation of the phase-plane trajectory is shown

in Fig. 24, and Fig. 25 contains sketches of the normalized wave-

forms for v, (T) , V(T), X(T), and dx(r)/dT where T = o)0t and

T
 ff = to t . The dx/dT intercepts for practical circuit param-

eters have much larger numerical values than the extremities of

the x-axis excursions. The magnitude of the output ripple volt-

age component of v(t) is normally much smaller than the peak

voltage V of the triangular waveform; therefore, the positive

and negative x-axis extremities of the phase-plane trajectory

should be approximately equal to the normalized peak-to-peak

magnitude 2V /V of v (t) . The values of 5 and 5 are usuallyt i n K . u 1 2

much smaller than V ; therefore \^ and A2 for practical circuits

are extremely close to the dx/dr axis. These characteristics re-

sult in a phase-plane trajectory drawn to scale that is very tall

and narrow. For example, the ratio of height to width for the

case of the 2 kHz converter described in Appendix C is approxi-

mately 30 to one. For this reason, the dx/dj axis in Fig. 24 is

compressed and the values of A and A are shown to be larger

than typical so that the behavior of the trajectory is clearly

depicted.
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dx
dr

SSo<£-i

/
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-X.

pl (119) P.2

turn-on

8V,tm

-*x

8Vtm

turn-offv7 I

T

w0nT

(118)
4-

n ••0,1.2.3,

Fig. 24. The phase plane trajectory.
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Fig. 25. Normalized waveforms for v ( T ) , V ( T ) , X ( T )
and d x ( T ) / d T .
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The solid-line portions of the trajectory are determined

by (118) through (121). The dotted-line portions are used to

indicate jumps in the coordinates at times when switching oc-

curs [26]. The magnitudes of these jumps are derived in the

next section. These jumps represent changes in conditions which

occur during real switching and must be included in the phase-

plane trajectory when instantaneous switching is assumed. The

alternative to assuming instantaneous switching is to assume a

linear, exponential, or another appropriate function for the

variable during switching. However, these assumptions increase

the complexity of the expressions which must be manipulated in

this example to such an extent that instantaneous switching is

the preferable assumption.

A brief explanation of the trajectory is given now by

taking one segment at a time, beginning at point P which is at

the time immediately before turn-on. At the intersection PO of

the Aj line, turn-on occurs and a jump in the direction indi-

to Pj occurs. The direction and magnitude of this jump are de-

pendent on the circuit conditions just prior to turn-on and the

value of R-,. During T ft:l i_. is greater than iT since C is(- Or to Li

charging. During T , i_ is zero and C is discharging by i .on s J-i

This means that at turn-on the change in current A|is-iL in R

is negative so that a negative jump appears in the output voltage

v. The magnitude of the jump is dependent on the value of RC and

the jump A[is-iLj. Erom (100) and (108), the corresponding jump

in x at turn-on is positive as shown in Pig. 24 from PQ to Pj.
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The dependence of the jump in dx/dT on circuit conditions, such

as load and source voltage, is such that it cannot be easily de-

scribed in a general qualitative manner. The segment of the

trajectory from P to P is defined by (119) and occurs during

the first portion of t called a. Points P and P occur ato n 2 3

the time w nT where n = 0,1,2,3,... at which the slope of v. (T)

changes instantaneously from a negative to a positive value.

This instantaneous change in slope accounts for the negative

jump in the dx/dr direction while x remains constant. The seg-

ment from P to P is defined by (118) and, occurs during the ..

second part of T called u y When the trajectory reaches the

-X line at P , turn-off occurs. At turn-off, a jump to P oc-

curs in the direction indicated. At turn-off, the status of C

changes from discharging to charging which is opposite to the

change at turn-on. As a result, there is an instantaneous in-

crease in fi -iT] through R which causes an instantaneous in-
(. O Ll) V_

crease in v. Therefore from (100) and (108), the jump in x at

turn-off is negative as shown in Fig. 24 from P to P . As in

the case of the jump at turn-on, the jump in dx/dr at turn-off

is dependent on circuit conditions and cannot easily be de-

scribed in a general qualitative manner. The trajectory seg-

ment from P to P occurs during t ff for the normalized time5 6 or T.

interval of oo0 (T/2-y) and is defined by (120). Points P6 • and

P7 occur at to (2n + l)T/2 when the slope of v (T) changes again

this time from positive to negative so that there is a positive

jump in dx/dT while x remains constant. The trajectory segment
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from P7 to P0 occurs during T for the time interval of

MO(T/2-a) and is defined by (121). This completes the motion

about the phase-plane trajectory for one complete limit cycle.

The next section of this chapter applies the mathematical expres-

sions for the segments tq.a point transformation, or sequence

function, analysis of the limit cycle.

The Sequence Function Analysis of the
Phase Plane Trajectory

This section describes the point transformation, or se-

quence function, analysis of the limit cycle trajectory in the

phase plane given in Fig. 24. The analysis begins by giving the

solutions to the differential equations for the various segments

of the phase plane and by determining analytical expressions for

the jumps at the switching points. These expressions are then

used to derive the sequence function using a modified version of

the method of point transformation in the phase plane.

A normal point transformation analysis begins with an

assumed initial point such as P [x ,y 1 and transforms the coor-c 0 (. 0 J 0 J

dinates of this point in sequence to each succeeding point around

the limit cycle until the final point is reached. The expres-

sions for the coordinates of the final point are then equated to

XQ and yQ, which must be the same point if a limit cycle exists,

to determine the unknown parameters which in this case are the

time intervals u a and WQY. The system being analyzed in this
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chapter has certain properties which can be used to simplify the

analysis. The nature of the switching which occurs between

points P and P and points P and P requires that the x-coor-
£ - 3 6 7

dinates of these points are equal, respectively, so that x = x
2 3

and x =x . In addition, the x and dx/dT coordinates of points6 7

on the segments between points P and P and between points P

and P^ are linearly related by (119) and (118) respectively;

and x = X at P and x =-X at P . The jumps from PQ to P and

from P to P are derived in Appendix B from linear differential

circuit equations. For these reasons, expressions for x and x

in terms of w y are determined by point transformations from P ;

and expressions for x2 and x? in terms of w a are determined by

point transformations from P . The expressions for x and x
0 2 3

are equated and the expressions for x and x are equated to ob-
6 7

tain the sequence functions determining the limit cycle. This

procedure simplifies the mathematical manipulations required to

obtain the sequence functions. The simplification is important

in the analysis of this system since the expressions are complex.

The solutions of the differential equations. The general

solution for (118) is

f ^ ~T/TCX(T.) = x + T n e -Tn (126)

Y(T) = - n -
-1/1,

(127)

and for (119) is
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X(T) = X -
"T/T

y(T) =
-T/T,

(129)

where y(T) is used to represent dx/dt , x0 is the x-coordinate of

PQ , x is the x-coordinate of P ,

4V.

and

It can be seen that -n and £ are the dx/di axis intercepts of

(118) arid (119) respectively in the phase plane.

The general solution for (120) is

X(T) = e nT
fy + hfx - 6J 1
— - ^ - - sin KT + (xs-.6jcos kr + 6 (132)

y(T) = e
. f-hy - x +
- 5

 k
 5 sin cos kT

"I
(133)

where

V_ 8hV,

and

5 _ i +_
VR

k = (1 -h2) (135)

The general solution for (121) is
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X(T) = e~hT — ±gl L sin ki + fx? - pjcos ki + p (136)

y(T) = e

where

-hT -hy? - x7 + p
r- sin kr + y cos kx I (137)

V_ 8hV.
'

Equations (120) and (1.21) are represented as spirals in the phase

plane with focuses on the x axis at values equal to the right-

hand sides of (120) and (121). it should be observed that the

parameters 6 and p are the x values of the focuses and that these

focuses are located symmetrically on either side of 1+ V /V .
D R.

Determination of expressions for the jumps. The jumps

which occur from P to P and P to P are a result of the instan-
2 3 6 7

taneous change in the slope of v . ( t ) at t = nT and t= ( 2 n + l)T/2.

The slope of v (t) is

dv (t) 4V
—4: =±—^-. '(139)

which is positive when nT < t < (2n + l)T/2 and negative when

(2n -l- l)T/2 < t <nT. The normalized slope is

dvt(i) 4V,
^ -4. tin

-di - o>0VRT

which is positive when w Q n T < T < u>0 (2n + l)T/2 and negative when

u>0 (2n + l )T/2 < t< o)0nT.
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Solving (104) for € and substituting into (108) yields

c vo -•*«.(*) -v(t)
x = £---£ ^ . (141)

R R

Differentiating with respect to T yields

dT dT dT

which is the ordinate coordinate in the phase plane and is a

function of the normalized derivatives of the triangular wave-

form v. (t) and the output voltage v(t). Whenever the derivative

of v (T) switches instantaneously, the converter is between

turn-on and turn-off, or vice versa. At these times, V(T) is

continuous and dv(T)/dT cannot change instantaneously. Since

dv (T)/dT changes from positive to negative or vice versa at the

instant of the jump, the magnitude of the jump in the phase plane

is twice the magnitude of dv (T)/dT which is 8V /W0
V
R
 as shown

in Fig. 24. Since (142) has a negative sign on the right-hand

side, the jump is negative from P2 to P at T = w0nT and positive

from P to P at T = o> (2n +l)T/2 when v (T) is as shown in Fig.

25(a). The jumps from P to P and P to P have been deter-_ > i - 2 3 6 7

mined. Now the jumps from PQ to Pj at turn-on and from P^ to Pg

at turn-off will be determined.

Fig. 26(a) shows v.(t) and the location of typical turn-

on and turn-off points. Fig. 26(b) shows the approximate output

voltage waveform v(t) for the same time periods and at a scale
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•v(t) during t0ff

•*-t

(d)

Fig. 26. Converter voltage waveforms (a) v. (t), (b) v(t),
(c) v(t) during tQn, (d) v(t) during t ff.
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five to six times greater than v. (t) in Fig. 26 (a) . Equation

(103) yields a simple exponentially decaying voltage for v(t)

during t . This voltage is shown in Fig. 26 (c) and the segment

marked heavy is the portion of the whole that is typically v(t)

during t in Jig. 26 (b) . Equation (103) results in an exponen-

tially damped sinusoidal general solution for v(t) as shown in

Fig. 26 (d) . The portion marked heavy is that part that is typ-

ically v(t) during t ,.,.. These segments of v(t) during t and

tQff are depicted by solid lines in Fig. 26 (b) . The jumps in

v(t) at switching, depicted" by dotted lines, result as the cur-

rent through R changes directions. The following analysis con-
V_.

cerns the current i_ -i through R_. and C shown in Fig. 22. Dur-
b J_l C,

^n' 1S ~ -iL = ~iL< °; and durinc? ̂ ff LS ~ V °' There-

fore at turn-on, A f i_ - i j < 0; and the jump Av is negative.

Similarly at turn-off, A fi - i j > 0; and the jump Av at turn-

off is positive. Since

V -v-vv _
 K

x -
VR VR

the jumps in v appear in x with opposite signs and reduced am-

plitude. These jumps can be seen in Fig. 24 where at turn-on

from P0 to Pj the jump in x is positive and at turn-off from P^

to PS the jump in x is negative. The directions of the jumps in

dx/dr can be explained qualitatively by examining Fig. 26 (b) .

At turn-on, dv/dt changes very little as shown in Fig. 26 (b);

therefore, at turn-on in Fig. 24, the jump from PO to Pj is
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represented as being approximately zero in dx/dT. The slope

dv/dt is more negative at the end of t in Fig. 26(b) than it

is at the beginning of t . This results in a positive jump in

dv/dt and a negative jump in dx/dt as shown in Figs. 24 and

25(d). There is no reason, however, that under the right cir-

cuit conditions, the jump in dx/dx at turn-off cannot be posi-

tive. The quantitative expressions for the jumps in x and dx/dt

at turn-on and turn-off are derived in Appendix B. At turn-on,

from (B.55) and (B.35)

-Av V,
Axo = ~V

R
T

__tm 4_y ,
vr I m J_ I ~

and from (B.59) and (B.52)

(144)

dx
o dt dt

(145)

where v _ is given in (B.30). The quantitative expressions for

the jumps at turn-off are from (B.56) and (B.51)

Axf - -Avf/VR . -
A.v

VR

-R t
p on
L

e +
RR N E-V

C s R p

'Von

(146)

where Avfl is given in (B.35), and from (B.60) and (B.53)
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Ayf = Ag-

-1

Adv

"RR RRcRs
"So-

N E-^
_E
Ns ]

-R tp on

(147)

where A(dv/dt)|f is given in (B.53), v,. is given in (B.15), and

iso_ is given in (B.38). The four jumps in the normalized phase

plane shown in Fig. 24 have now been defined. The final deriva-

tion of the sequence function expressions is given in the next

section.

The sequence functions. This section utilizes the solu-

tions of the differential equations and the expressions for the

jumps given in the previous two sections to derive the sequence

functions for the normalized phase plane in Fig. 24. From all

the circuit parameters, there are two that are undetermined; a

and Y. Two unknown circuit parameters require two independent

relations to adequately define the behavior of the circuit.

These independent relations are called the sequence functions be-

cause they are normally derived by transforming in sequence the

coordinates of the points of the phase-plane trajectory such as

shown in Fig. 24. The transformations begin at an assumed ini-

tial point and continue to the final point of one cycle of opera-

tion for the circuit. If it is assumed that the circuit has
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reached steady-state conditions, the final point should be the

same as the initial point; therefore the expressions for the co-

ordinates of these two points can be equated to obtain two se-

quence functions defining the nature of the circuit.

The nature of the phase plane in Fig. 24 allows for the

sequence functions to be determined in a simpler manner. The x-

coordinates of points PQ and P4 are always fixed at \l and A2,

respectively. In addition, the x-coordinates of P2 and P3 and

the x-coordinates of P and P7 must be equal due to the assumed

instantaneous switching as explained previously. For these rea-

sons, P and P can be expressed in terms of (O0a and the coor-

dinates of pfl ; and P3 and P^ can be expressed in terms of U>OY and

the coordinates of P^. The sequence functions can then be found

by equating x and x and by equating x and x . This procedure
2 3 " 6 7

is performed in the remainder of this section.

The first step in finding the first sequence function is

to find x2 starting with

(148)

The transformation from P to P yields

x = x + A x = X + A x (149)1 0 0 1 0

where AxQ is the jump in x at turn-on given by (144). During the

normalized time period to a, x is governed by (119) whose solution

is (128) . Substituting T = u)fla and KI from (149) into (128)

yields
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u ao

C + T^ . (150)

The next step is to find an expression for x . .The ex-

pression for x during the normalized time period u) y from P to

P^ is given in (126). Substituting T = COQY and x = -X into

(126) and solving for x yields

X =
3

Since the x-coordinate does not change from P to P

the first sequence function can be obtained by equating x2 and

x3 from (150) and (151), respectively, yielding

Ax0 -r^|e
 C + TO(£+ n) . (152)

The first step in finding the second sequence function

is to find x^. To do this the coordinates of P must be trans-
6 14

formed to Pg. The coordinates of P4 in Fig. 24 are

x^ = - X2 (153)

Y = r1 - n (154)
* TC

where (154) is derived by substituting x^ from (153) and -r\

from (130) into (118) and solving for dx /dr = y^. The jump

from P^ to PS at turn-off is defined by (B.56) and (B.60) in
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the x and y-coordinate directions, respectively. Therefore, the

coordinates of P5 are

x =
5

x + Ax,. = - A + Ax _
<* f 2 f

(155)

Y5 = (156)

During the time period from P to P , the x and y-coordinates of
5 6

the phase plane are governed by differential equation (120). The

solution to (120) is given in (132) and (133). Substituting x5

from (155), ys from (156), and T = o>0 (T/2 -y) = 3 into (132)

yields

x6 = e
-hB

Ax - 6]

sin kB

+ f - A2+ Axf - &} cos kg .+ 6 . (157)

Now an expression for x? must be found. The differen-

tial equation defining the phase-plane trajectory from P to P

during wfl (T/2 -a) is (121). The solution to (121) is given in

(136) and (137). Substituting T = OOQ (T/2 - a) = 6 yields

x = eo
-he sin k9 + cos k6

ya
 = -he

sin k6 4-y cos k6
7

+ P (158)

(159)

Substituting
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X + AxQ
Av = £ - • - Ay
* S -

(160)

into (159) and solving for y . Then substituting y and

x = A into (158) and solving for x7 yields

X7 =

1 0 i
ke

h k 1n tan kej

cos2kel
sin kej

K ->)" hee + p .

(161)

Equating x in (157) and x in (161) yields the second sequence
6 7

function as

^— n + Ayf +h[-X2 + Axf -

sin

f-X2 + Axf - 6]cos 6 =

X +Ax
+ h- tan k6

eh6 + p . (162)

Conclusion

The regulated switching converter analy.zed in this chap-

ter is of the type discussed in Chapter III. The converter uses
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a triangular driving function to obtain regulation at a constant

switching frequency. The first section of this chapter contains

the development of the system model for the converter as shown

in Fig. 22 and explains the means by which regulation is ob-

tained. In the next section, the total period is divided into

segments during which the system is linear; and normalized lin-

ear differential equations are derived to describe the circuit

operation during each segment. In the derivation, it is neces-

sary to assume that the amplitude V of the triangular waveform

is negligible compared to the reference voltage V and that the
-• - K *

derivative of v (t) is constant for half cycle periods. These

equations are then used to plot the phase plane shown in Fig. 24

and to sketch the waveforms in Fig. 25 where switching is assumed

to occur instantaneously creating jumps whenever power transistor

Q switches or the derivative of v. (t) changes sign. In the finaJL

section, solutions are obtained for the phase plane equations and

expressions for the jumps which are used to derive the sequence

functions given in (152) and (162) which completely describe the

steady-state conditions of the converter by defining the unknown

time periods a and y. Therefore, by assuming that V. « V_. andtm K

that dv (t)/dt = constant, equations describing the steady-state

operation.of a nonlinear system with a triangular driving func-

tion have been derived.

Since a and y are defined, numerical values can be as-

signed to the circuit parameters; and they can be substituted

into (152) and (162) to find a and y. Since t = a+ y and T
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is fixed and known, the duty cycle t /T can then be computed

from the values of a and y determined from the sequence func-

tions.

Appendix C contains an experimental verification of the

theoretical limit cycle computed using the equations of a con-

verter operating at a frequency of 2 kHz. Photographs of exper-

imental waveforms and an experimental limit cycle are given.

The experimental limit cycle is normalized and plotted on the

same set of axes with the theoretical limit cycle. These two

limit cycles are shown to compare closely. Also, experimental

circuit conditions are substituted into (152) and (162) and the

accuracy of the sequence function is verified.

The sequence functions given in (152) and (162) are

highly complex transcendental equations. Before this analysis

can be practically expanded to be quantitative, the values of

the circuit parameters must be known and approximations must be

sought which simplify the complexity of the sequence functions

so that they can be solved for a and y It is also possible,

knowing values of the circuit parameters, to use a digital com-

puter to calculate and plot characteristic curves involving a

and Y. These analyses are suggested as extensions of the work

presented in this chapter whose scope is to show that regulated

dc to dc energy storage converters using triangular driving

functions can be analyzed using piecewise linear analysis in the

phase plane.



Chapter V

CONCLUSION

This dissertation presents techniques for improving

spacecraft power conditioning systems and for meeting new re-

quirements for these systems. All spacecraft equipment gener-

ally needs to have minimum size and weight, maximum efficiency,

and maximum reliability. Research and development for space-

craft equipment must continually strive to improve these charac-

teristics. In addition, space technology is advancing continu-

ously. Each new spacecraft has more sophisticated equipment de-

signed to perform more sophisticated experiments. This sophis-

tication and advanced technology is transferred down to the most

basic electronic system on the spacecraft. The one without

which none of the other systems can function is the power condi-

tioning system. Chapter I begins the dissertation by providing

the background and scope of the research to be presented.

In order to achieve low output ripple voltage for dc to

dc converters operating at typical switching frequencies of 2 to

50 kHz, the designer is required to use the large-microfarad

electrolytic capacitors. Unfortunately these capacitors have

large size and weight and are the least reliable component when

(152)
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compared to the other components used on spacecraft. Chapter II

discusses an active ripple filter designed to replace the pi-

network, L-section, and pure capacitance output filters for dc

to dc converters and to reduce the amount of capacitance re-

quired so that more reliable capacitors can be used. The filter

schematic diagram and the circuit design are given first. The

filter consists basically of a mutual inductor and an operational

amplifier. The mutual inductor secondary winding is in series

with the main power path and permits dc current to flow through

the filter with little or no dissipation. The operational am-

plifier is used to amplify the ripple voltage sensed at the input

to the filter. This signal is conditioned by the amplifier and

impressed on the primary so that the secondary voltage is identi-

cal in magnitude and phase to the ripple voltage at the input,

thus cancelling the ripple. The transfer function for this fil-

ter is derived next and is shown to be equivalent over the fre-

quency range of interest to the transfer function for an L-sec-

tion filter. The result of this research is an active ripple

filter with a nondissipative dc path which filters ripple volt-

ages from 2 to 50 kHz. The ripple filter requires a total of

only 4.87 yF which can be obtained using the more reliable cer-

amic and mica capacitors. The equivalent'L-section filter using

the same inductance as the secondary inductance of the active

filter requires 408.5 yF to achieve the same attenuation charac-

teristic. Thus the active filter essentially eliminates the

need for the less reliable electrolytic filter capacitors by
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requiring approximately 84 times less capacitance than an equiv-

alent L-section filter.

Chapter III discusses the design of a 1 MHz dc to dc

switching converter which was designed to provide 20 watts of

output power at a regulated output voltage of 28 volts operating

from a dc source voltage varying from 21 to 31 volts. Operation

at 1 MHz is desirable for several reasons. The high frequency

will result in a reduction in the size and weight of the trans-

formers, inductors, and capacitors. The amount of capacitance

required in the output filter is greatly reduced thereby permit-

ting the use of the more reliable mica and ceramic capacitors as

was done with the ripple filter in Chapter II. A more specific

reason is that experiments are planned for measuring electromag-

netic radiation in outer space in the frequency range from 0.2

to 100 kHz which require the design of the system to use switch-

ing frequencies of at least 1 MHz in order to avoid interference

between the switching in the power conditioning system and the

experiments. The first part of Chapter III gives the background

and reasons for choosing the energy-storage type of circuit with

electrical isolation. In addition, the choice of ferrite mag-

netic material and high-speed transistors, diodes, and inte-

grated circuits is discussed. Considerations to be used in de-

signing power switching circuits at high frequencies are then

given before the actual converter circuit design is discussed.

Experimental results in the form of the regulation and efficiency

characteristics and oscillograms of the switching waveforms are
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given. The converter operates over the full range of source and

load conditions with the regulation better than 1.5 percent of

the mean output voltage and a maximum efficiency of 79 percent.

The majority of the power dissipation was found to be in the

power switching transistor and diode. The feasibility of such

circuits to operate in the 1 MHz frequency range has been demon-

strated by the circuit discussed in Chapter III. Before such a

circuit can be considered for practical application, additional

consideration needs to be given to providing a reliable means

for self-starting and to providing a means to return the circuit

to normal regulating operation if a disturbance large enough to

cause the circuit to leave the normal operating range is en-

countered.

Regulated inverters arid converters constitute a highly

complex group of closed-loop nonlinear feedback control systems.

For this reason, there has been only a small amount of analyti-

cal work on these circuits. The analysis performed in Chapter

IV illustrates the complexity that the expressions can attain

when analysis is attempted. Chapter IV contains an analysis of

the type of circuit presented in Chapter III. Because operation

at frequencies of 1 MHz require analytical work to consider

stray parameters not considered in this analysis, the results of

Chapter IV may not be directly applicable to the 1 MHz converter

of Chapter III. For this reason, an experimental verification

of the analysis is made using a converter designed to operate at

a switching frequency of 2 kHz. Both circuits use a constant
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frequency triangular waveform as a driving function to generate

the .duty cycle needed for regulation. The analysis uses the

method of point transformations in the phase plane. The system

differential equations contain time dependent functions resulting

from the triangular waveform driving function which make these

equations nonautonomous. However, approximations can be made

which make the differential equations autonomous. These approx-

imations are that the magnitude of the triangular waveform is

much smaller than the value of the reference voltage and that

the slope, or time derivative, of the triangular waveform is con-

stant.

Having made these approximations, system equations are

developed and normalized. These normalized differential equa-

tions are used to sketch the phase plane trajectory in the nor-

malized phase plane. To minimize the complexity of the analysis,

instantaneous switching is assumed for the power transistor at

turn-on and turn-off. Additionally, it is assumed that the slope

of the triangular waveform changes instantaneously. Since in-

stantaneous switching is assumed for all of these cases, there

are four jumps in the phase plane represented by dotted lines.

Expressions for these jumps are derived and solutions for the

differential equations describing the linear segments of the

phase plane trajectory are obtained. The validity of these equa-

tions is verified experimentally by comparing experimental and

theoretical limit cycles.
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These equations are also used to make point transforma-

tions around an assumed limit cycle to obtain two equations

called the sequence functions. The sequence functions define

the relationship between the known circuit parameters and the

two unknown time parameters of the total period of the full cy-

cle which have to be known to define the limit cycle. The ac-

curacy of the equations defining the sequence functions is veri-

fied experimentally using the circuit conditions of the 2 kHz

converter. The sequence functions can be used to fully define

the nature of the oscillations for a set of circuit parameters.

Therefore, the original objective, to accomplish a nonlinear

analysis of a regulated dc to dc closed-loop switching converter

with isolation which utilizes a triangular waveform driving func-

tion, has been accomplished.
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Appendix A

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS (102) AND (103)

Equation (102) for the time period ton. Since i = 0
O

during t , the voltages summed around the iT current loop inon Jj

Fig. 22 yield

When differentiated with respect to t, (A.I) becomes

-PET + < X ^ ^-L = ° • (A-2)

* (R+Rc)c L

(A.2) is multiplied by R and Ri_ = v is substituted to obtain

A-- -\
+ -, ±—r- V = 0 (A.3)dt

which is the differential equation describing the variation of

v during t and is identical to (102).3 on

Equation (103) for the time period toff. During t ff,

i = 0 and Ic and I_ are nonzero. This means that there are
f O Ll

two current loops with a common branch yielding two linear first

order differential equations which can be combined to obtain one

second order differential equation in i or v = Ri_.
Li J_i

(159)
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The sum of the voltages around the ic current loop in
O

Fig. 22 during t f can be written as

Ls "CRT* Rs is
 + VD + v= ° - (A'4)

Dividing (A. 4) by L yields the first differential equations

dis Rs -v-V

TIT + IT is = "IT5 '
S 5

(A'5>

The sum of the voltages around the i, current loop in Fig. 22 is

RiL = ° • (A'6)

Differentiating (A. 6) and letting RiT = v yields the second dif-j_i

ferential equation

di._ , R-f R_ , ,
S . 1 _ C dv 1 fA 71

V • (A'/}
_

dt RCC S ~ RRC dt RRCC

Equation (A. 7) is solved for i to obtain
O

dv 1 di
_ HY. + ± v - R r _

S -- R^ dt + R V RCC dt

Equation (A. 5) is solved for di_/dt to obtain
O

dis i r i
~ c: — _±-_ I R i 4- V -I- V I ( A Q ̂

rl-J- T c Q n V * VA.^^at LI L s o u j

Equation (A.9) is substituted in (A.8) which is then solved for

i to obtain
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1s = R
1 _L C ,7 4. C vl fa
RC Ls Ls DJ '

10)

C L

Equation (A.10) is differentiated to obtain

dt

C L.

[R + RC dlv + [ i ^Idvl

L R dt2 [RC LsJdtJ (A.11)

Equations (A.10) and (A.11) are now substituted into (A.5) to

obtain

d2v

dt2

RRC Rs
— +fTR+R^IL s( R + R C )c s

dv
dt

R+ R.

_ ( R + R C ] L S C

-R

(R + Rc)
V,

L C
s

D ' (A.12)

Equation (A.12) can be simplified by assuming that R « R and

R_ « R to obtain
S

d2v

dt2
_1 , RC + Rs
RC L_

+-- v -
dt L C L C

S 5

(A.13)

which is the linear second order differential equation describ-

ing v during t ff and is identical to (103).
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DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE JUMPS

AT TURN-ON AND TURN-OFF IN FIG. 24

Using unnormalized variables the error voltage is

6(t) = VR -vt(t) - v(t) . (B.I)

Since switching at turn-on and turn-off occurs instantaneously

v (t) is constant during switching and

Ae = - Av . (B. 2)

Differentiating (B.I) yields

de(t) _ dvt(t) dv(t) .. ..
dt ~ dt ~dt ' (B'*'

Since dv. (t)/dt is constant during switching

For these reasons, this appendix derives the end points of the

jumps in terms of v(t) and dv(t)/dt.

Turn-off. During t = a + y, diode D is reverse-biased

and the secondary circuit of Fig. 22 is equivalent to Fib. B.I (a).

(162)
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Rs t
iL(t) J

R* v(t)

(b)

Fig. B.I. The secondary circuits of Fig. 22 during
(a) ton and (b) tQff.
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The output voltage v is defined by

v(t) = VR - vfc(t) - G(t) . (B.5)

At a time immediately prior to turn-off, at P^

6(Y) = -<$ (B.6)

Using the subscript f- to denote the conditions at P^ in Fig.

24, v(t) at P is derived from (B.5) substituting (B.6) and<+

(B.7) as.

r/t,, i
- &„ . (B.8)

The differential equation for v(t) in Fig. B.I(a) during t is

derived as

^"+ f R + R l c V(0 = ° * (B'93lR + RcJc

Substituting v,; from (B.8) for v(t) in (B.9) yields
JT~~

dv
jLir ~~ ~i ^ i v T> " j i ~fn~ •»• i • " „ i • ' B. -L"

During t,.f = T - a - Y , diode D is forward-biased and

the secondary circuit of Fig. 22 is equivalent to Fig. B.l(b).

The instantaneous addition of ic, which normally is
O

greater than iT, at turn-off causes a positive jump as a resultjj

of the instantaneous change Aic in the current through R^. Using
"" '
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the subscript f+ to denote conditions at P , i at P is

= Vf+/R • (B.ll)

Also, v(t) during t ff is

V(t) = (B.12)

Therefore vf just after turn-off can be expressed as

Vf+ ~ RC 1 (B.13)

Where v_,f is the capacitor voltage during turn-off. Since

switching is instantaneous v_... is constant from P to P and iscr i» 5

expressed by

R+
vCf If- Vf-

1.14)

Substituting (B.ll) and (B.14) into (B.13) yields

v RC i s f +
+ V Cf

RR'C .
f+

Taking the derivative of (B.12) evaluated just after turn-off

yields

dv
dt Cf+ °

[dis
dt

diL

f+
 dt f+

,dv
dt f+

(B.16)

During tQff, v_ ( t ) is expressed by

(B.17)
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where Q is the charge on C at the beginning of t ff. Substi-

tuting i (t) = v(t)/R in (B.17) and taking the derivative of
L

(B.17) evaluated just after turn-off yields

dv.

dt f+
= !•c ~ R vf+ (B.18)

Substituting vf in (B.15) for v, in (B.18) yields

dv,C
dt f+

R
R

v__

•Sf+ R~
(B.19)

Taking the derivative of iL(t) = v(t)/R evaluated just after

turn-off yields

diL
dt f+

I dv
R dt (B.20)

f+

Substituting (B.19) and (B.20) into (B.16) and rearranging yields

di.dv
dt f+ dt

R2 iSf+ f-

Rc]
2c (R + RC)C

(B.21)

The jump in v(t) at turn-off is

RR
Avf = vf+ - vf_ isf+ (B.22)

where vf and vf_ are defined by (B.15) and (B.8), respectively.

The jump in dv(t)/dt at turn-off is

dv
dt

dv
dt

dv
dt

RRc dis
f- R+ R^ dt

R2 i
Sf

f+
. (B.23)
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The jumps in (B.22) and (B.23) are expressed in terms of

the circuit parameters and isf+ and fdig/dtj

Turn-on. The secondary circuit acts as a simple RC cir-

cuit discharging C during t . So that the voltage v_f on C at

turn-off can be related to the voltage v_ on C at turn-on by

a + Y

[ R + R
C J C

VCf = vco e • ( B - 2 4 )

Solving for v and substituting v _ from (B.14) into ( B . 2 4 )

yields

a + y a + Y

(B.25)

The voltage on C is constant during turn-off and turn-on and is

defined by (B.14) and (B.25) respectively.

Just after turn-on, before C begins to discharge, the

output voltage v , can be obtained from voltage division as

a + Y

R f f4Y 1 1 (R+R
CJC

where vc in (B.25) has been substituted into (B.26) . Solving

(B.9), the differential equation for v(t) during t , for

dv(t)/dt and evaluating dv(t)/dt just after turn-on yields
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a + y

dv
dt

V
0 +

.y
(B.27)

The conditions of v(t) just after turn-on have been determined

in (B.26) and (B.27). The conditions of v(t) just prior to

turn-on will now be derived.

The output voltage just prior to turn-on can be found

by substituting v (t) and £(t) at the end of t ff into (B.5).

At the end of t ff, t = T -a so thatoft

and from Fig. 23

6(T- a) = 6

(B.28)

(B.29)

Substituting (B.28) and (B.29) into (B.5) yields

= - v t -
(B.30)

To compute dv(t)/dt evaluated just prior to turn-on, the deriva-

tive of (B.12) evaluated just prior to turn-on at PQ is com-

puted as

dv
dt

— Rco —

dis
dt

dit
dt

0 - 0 -

dvc

dt (B.31)
o-

The derivative of v_(t) given by (B.17) during t _ evaluated

just prior to turn-on is
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dt o-

o
R (B.32)

Taking the derivative of i_(t) = v(t)/R evaluated just prior to
L

turn-on yields

di,

dt o -

I dv
R dt o -

(B.33)

Substituting (B.32) and (B.33) into (B.31) yields

dv
dt

RRC diS

o - R + R C dt

v

- (R+RC)C! •30-
0 -

"R" (B.3.4)

The jump in v(t) at turn-on is

o vo+ ~

a + y
RcJc

(B.35)

The jump in dv(t)/dt at turn-on is

dt
dv
dt o +

v

dv
dt o-

0 +
RRC dis

( R + R c)
RRc dis

R + RC dt

R + R^ dt•c

Ri

o-

As.--v.-
[ R + R C ) C

S o - + A V Q

o - ( R + R C )
(B.36)

The jump from P^ to PS at turn-off has been derived and

is defined by (B.22) and (B.23) and the jump from PQ to Pj is
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defined by (B.35) and (B.36). Four unknown parameters remain to

be defined. These are the conditions of ic(t)- just after turn-
O

off, i,,̂ , and fdi.,/dt| , and just prior to turn-on, i0 andor+ \ o > IT b o —

fdi /dtj _. Expressions for these conditions are derived in
I o ) I o

the next section.

Conditions of iQ(t). Since transistor Q in the primary

circuit is blocking for both sets of conditions of ig(t), the

primary current ip(t) is zero. Since ip(t) = 0, the flux <}> in

the mutual inductor and the secondary current are linearly re-

lated. Also, since switching is instantaneous, <J> must be con-

stant during switching and is equal to the value of <j> just prior

to switching and just after switching.

Solving (B.12) for ic (t) and evaluating i (t) just prior
O O

to turn -on yields

<B'37)

Substituting i T n_ =
 v

n_/
R into (B.37), yields

'Co

"Lo- o

R+ R,, v.

where v _ is defined in (B.30) and v is defined in (B.25).

The solution of the differential equation for the pri-

mary current i during t as shown in Fig. 22 is
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R t

E-V
CE

Po+ R

E-VCE (B.39)

The elapsed time from turn-on to turn-off is t = a + y which; . • on :

when substituted into (B.39) for t yields

LPf-

E-VCE'
Po+ R

P .

Von

e. LP - B-VCE
RP

(B.40)

Since the flux level <j> does not change during instantaneous

switching,

and

N
= -^ iPo + N So-

P

N
1Sf+ = N ̂ -s

(B.41)

(B.42)

Substituting (B.41) into (B.40) and (B.40) into (B.42) yields

'Sf+

N

'- Ns R
P

R tp on
N

(B.43)

where i _ is given in (B.38)g

The differential equation around the secondary current

di (t)

loop for ig(t) is

(B.44)

Solving (B.44) for dic/dt and evaluating just prior to turn-on
O

yields
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dt o - o- V + R
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(B.45)

Substituting i_ in (B.38) into (B.45) yields

di,

dt

g0

o -

-1 1 +
Rs (R + RC)

R
Vo- VCo + VD

(B.46)

where v is given in (B.30) and v_, is given in (B.25).
o — Co

Solving (B.44) for dic(t)/dt and evaluating just after
O

turn-off yields

di,

dt f+ -VD (B.47)

where igf+ is defined by (B.43) and vf+ by (B.15).

The jumps. The jump in v(t) at turn-on is given explic-

itly by (B.35) as

a + y

(B.35)

The jump in v(t) at turn-off is obtained by substituting

(B.43) into (B.22) to yield

R t

RR,
Av,, =f R + R, "So- N R

s p

on
L N E-V,
P + J2.

N R . (B.48)

Substituting (B.38) into (B.48) yields
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RR R + RAvf =

Rearranging (B.49) gives

vco NP E-V

Rc Ns R
P

R t_ P on
Ls E-VCE

Ns R
P

(B .49)

Avf =

Rp!on
Ls RR

R+RC Ns

N
P
 E-VCE

R tP

(B.50)

where v is given by (B.30) and v_, is given by (B.25). If
o — Co

substitution is made for v and V_ in (B.50), Av^ can be ex-
0 — CO T

pressed as

.(B.51)

where AvQ .is given in (B.35).

The jump in dv(t)/dt at turn-on is obtained by substi-

tuting (B.38) and (B.46) into (B.36) and rearranging to obtain

A«T —

.f

R tp on

_ AV» £3 ^ J.

. 0

RRC NpE-VCE
R + R C N s Rp

f R t ip on

i-. L=

dv
'dt Av,

(B.52)

where again v _ is given in (B.30) and v is given in (B.25)

The jump in dv(t)/dt at turn-off is obtained by substi-

tuting (B.43) and (B.47) into (B.23) to obtain
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dv
dt

~RR RRCRS

(R+RC)LS 'So-

Von
N E-V " L N E-VCE
N R

CE
R (B.53)

where vf is given in (B.15) and i is given in (B.38).

The jumps are in the output voltage v(t) and are ex-

pressed in terms of unnormalized parameters. In order to utilize

these expressions in the sequence function analysis, they must be

transformed to jumps in the normalized error voltage.

The error voltage is

6(t) = VR -vt(t) -v(t) (B.54)

The reference voltage V is constant; and since switching is as-
H

sumed to occur instantaneously v.(t) is constant during switch-

ing. Therefore, the jump in 6(t) is the negative of the jump in

v(t) which when normalized results in

AXo =-

Axf = -Avf/VR

(B.55)

(B.56)

Since V is a constant the derivative of the error volt-

age is

d€(t) _ dvt(t) dv(t)
dt dt " dt (B.57)
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Since dvt(t)/dt is constant, 

(). d6 (t) ::; _ (). dv (t) 
. dt dt 

(B.58) 

which when normalized results in 

/).yo = /). dxj = - -L-A dV\ 
dl' 0 00 0 V R dt 0 

(B. 59) 

and 

(B.60) 

h = l/(L c) % were 00
0 

• \. s . 



Appendix C

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION OF THE

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER IV

Many effects such as switching speeds and stray capaci-

tance exist at a frequency of 1 MHz which make the 1 MHz con-

verter in Chapter III unsuitable to use in making an experiment-

al verification of the analysis in Chapter IV. For this reason,

a converter, to be used experimentally to verify the analysis

in Chapter IV, is designed to operate at a much lower switching

frequency of 2 kHz. The complete schematic diagram of this con-

verter circuit is given in Fig. C.I and the complete components

list is given in Table C.I.

Simplified operational concept. The basic regulation

concept for the 2 kHz converter is the same as that for the 1

MHz converter; however, the circuitry used to implement this con-

cept is different. A simplified operational diagram of the cir-

cuit in Fig. C.I is shown in Fig. C.2. In this diagram the dc

output voltage v(t) is reduced by OP AMP 13 to a level compat-

ible to the reference voltage V and is summed with the triangu-
x\

.lar voltage -vfc(t) at the input to OP AMP 12. 12 is a unity

gain inverting amplifier which returns v(t) to the normal

(176)
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Table C.I. Components list for Fig. C.I.

Cl 1875 yF 6- 300 yF 30 V tantalum electrolytic

C2 0.00022 yF 1 kV disc ceramic

C3,C5 0.00025 yF 1 kV disc ceramic

C4,C6 0.005 yF 1 kV disc ceramic

Dl 10R2 (Isofilm International)

D2-D5 UTR-12 (Unitrode Corp.)

DZ1 1N750A

DZ2,DZ3 1N751A

Eg Source Voltage, 21-31 volts

11,14 SN72 710L Differential Comparator (TI)

12,13 y709 Operational Amplifier (Fairchild)

Nl 100 turns #19 AWG

N2 150 turns #21 AWG

N4 23 turns #25 AWG

N5 113 turns #25 AWG

N6 10 turns #25 AWG

Ql DTS-410 (Delco)

02 2N3501 (Motorola)

Q3 2N3499 (Motorola)

RC 0 . 145 Si

Rl 8.2 ft

R2,R5,R19,R22 22 fl

R3 220 Kfi

R4 580 KQ

R6,R21 470 SI

R7,R8,R20 1.8 Kfi •

R9 12 Kfi

R10,R16 10 Kft trimpot

R11,R15 5110 R 1%

R12,R17 1.5 Kfi

R13,R14 10 Kft

R18 71.5 Kfl 1% .

Tl 55436 (Magnetics, Inc.)

T2 52176-1A (Magnetics, Inc.)
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polarity and acts as a summing junction for -v.(t) and -Kv(t).

Since v (t) is a symmetrical signal, its inversion does not mod-

ify circuit functioning. Voltage v.(t) has a negative sign at

its input to the converter to maintain correct mathematical rep-

resentation. The output v,.(t) of 12 is thus v (t) + Kv(t).
A. t

Signal v (t) is the input to the comparator II which com-j\

pares v (t) with the reference voltage V . The inset shows the

hysteresis and output voltage levels which control Q2 which, in

turn, controls the power transistor Ql. Regulation is accom-

plished by the same manner as explained in Chapter III. When v
f\

is greater than V -5mV, comparator II output is -0.5V and Ql is
I\

OFF. When V is less than V -5 mV, comparator II outp.ut is
A i\

+ 1.5V and Ql is ON.

T2 is a saturable reactor and has to be reset when Q2 is

OFF. Reset is accomplished by Q3 and comparator 14. The input

to 14 is the output of II such that when II has a +1.5V output

14 has a -0.5V output and vice versa. This means that Q3 is ON

when O2 if OFF resetting the magnetic flux excursion which oc-

curs in T2 when Q2 is ON.

Experimental waveforms. Pictures of experimental wave-

forms for the ac components of v(t) and v-(t) are shown in Fig.

C.3. These waveforms were taken under the circuit conditions of

E = 21.0V and RT = 40.155 ohms. Complete measured circuit con-
O Ll

ditions and parameters for the same operating conditions as ex-

isted for Fig. C.I. are shown in Table C.2. The general shape
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time (0.1 msQc/div)

Fig. C.3. Experimental waveforms of the ac
components of w(t) -and.w.(t.).
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Table C.2. Numerical values for the experimental
2 kHz converter used to evaluate the
theoretical expressions.

E 21.0 volts
O

V 28.26 volts
o

V,. 0.10 volts
tm

V_. 4.926 volts
R

V 0.725 volts

V 0.40 volts
Lc,

6 . 0.005 volts

62 0.005 volts

R 40.155 ohms

R 0.145 ohms

R 0.432 ohms

R 0.175 ohms
P
C 1875 yF

L 7.65 mil
s

L 3.05 mH
P

N 100 turns
P

N 150 turnss

T 0.500 msec

a 0.091 msec

y 0.155 msec

t 0.246 msec
on

t -.- 0.254 msec
off
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of v(t) in Fig. C.3 agrees with the shape depicted in Fig. 26(b)

except immediately after turn-on and turn-off where Fig. C.3 ex-

hibits more curvature which is likely to be caused by parasitic

capacitance or inductance.

Fig. C.4 is a photograph of the experimental limit cycle

in the phase plane which is the time derivative of v,(t) versus

V (t) shown in Fig. C.3. This experimental limit cycle is nor-
A

malized and shown in Fig. C.5 along with the normalized theoret-

ical limit cycle.

Computation of the theoretical limit cycle. The theoret-

ical limit cycle is determined by assuming an initial point P0

just prior to turn-on to be the same as the corresponding experi-

mental point. P? is determined by evaluating the magnitude of

the jump from PO to PI by substituting the appropriate values

from Table C.2 into (B.35) and (B.52). The jumps AVQ and

Adv/dt| are normalized and added to the x and y coordinates of

P0 to obtain P:.

The trajectory from P to PZ is determined by solving

(119) for X(T) as

-T./Tp 4V. Tr
x(Tj - Ae l c

+l + s-*LC . (c.l)

Time t is the real time variable and T x is the normalized time

variable during movement on the trajectory from Pl to P,. This

notation is used throughout the following discussion. The



-dvA(t)/dt

(0.05 V/div)

(0.05 V/div)

Fig. C.4. Experimental limit cycle -dv.(t)/dt
versus -v (t). *

^
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x(r)

-0301 -.020 -.010 .010 .020'

--0.2

h-0.4

P3!
-0.6

Experimental

L-0.8

.030

Fig. C.5. Experimental and theoretical limit cycles
for the 2 kHz converter.
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numerical subscript on t or T is the same as the subscript of

the point at which the time variable is zero. The final value

of the variable is reached when the next higher integer sub-

scripted point is reached. The unknown constant A is evaluated

by letting x(0) = x where x is the x-coordinate of P at

tj = 0.0, or TJ = 0.0. The y-coordinate is simply the deriva-

tive of (C.I) which is

y(Tx) = -^"e
 l- ° . (C.2)

Equations (C.I) and (C.2) are evaluated at increments of TX from

Tt =0.0 to T = 0.024 when PZ is reached. The final value of

T, is calculated by T = w t, = w a where wn is calculated usingi J i o i o o

values from Table C.2 and a is measured in Fig. C.3 and given in

Table C.2.

The jump from P2 to P3 occurs at the instant when the

slope of v (t) changes from negative to positive by an amount
£\

equal to twice the slope of v. ( t ) . At this jump, the x-coordi-

nate and T do not change; and the y-coordinate changes by

-8V /a) V T as shown in Fig. 24. The jump in the y-coordinate
tm OR •

is negative because yd) = |-l/w V ]dvA/dt. P is thus defined
\ 0 f\J f\ 3

by x3 = x2 and Y3 = Y2 - 8Vtm/<o0VRT.

The trajectory for P to P is determined by solving
3 H

(118) for X(T ) as
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(c.3)
o R

where T 3 is the normalized time variable during movement from

P3 to P4. The unknown constant B is evaluated by letting

x(0) = x where x is the x-coordinate of P at t = 0.0, or
3 3 3 3

T3 = 0.0. The y-coordinate is simply the derivative of (C.3)

which is

(C.4,

Equations (C.3) and (C.4) are evaluated at increments of T from

T, = 0.0 to T , = 0.041 when P is reached. The final value T,
3 3 i» 3

is determined by T = u y where u has been previously computed
o o

and y is given in Table C.2.

The jump from P^ to PS occurs at turn-off and is deter-

mined by evaluating (B.51) and (B.53) for Avf and Advf/dt|f,

respectively. The jumps are then normalized to yield Axf and

Ay^ which are added to x^ and y^ , respectively, to yield the x

and y-coordinates of P5.

The segment of the limit cycle from Pc to P is defined
5 6

by (120) . The solution to (120) which defines the x-coordinate

is

(C.5)

where h is given in (113) and w = (1-h2) /2. The derivative of

(C.5) is
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Y(TS) = -G e'^sTw sinful,. - 6J +h cos (COT,. - 6M (C.6)

and (C.6) defines the y-coordinate. G and 6 are unknown con-

stants which are evaluated by substituting x(0) = xs and

y(0) = y into (C.5) and (C.6). Equations (C.S)and (C.6) are

evaluated for incremental values of T from 0.0 to 0.025 to ob-

tain the trajectory from P5 to Pg . The final value of TS = 0.025

at Pg is obtained from TS = u0[(T/2) - y] •

The jump from P6 to Py occurs at the instant when the

slope of v (t) changes from positive to negative. There is no

change in x and the change, in y is of equal magnitude but oppo-

site sign as the jump from P2 to P3. P? is thus defined as

x = x and v = v + 8V /to V T.
7 6 J 7 J 6 tltl 0 R

The segment of the limit cycle from Py to P8 is defined

by (121) . The solution to (121) is

V 8hV.
v fT "I _. TI 0~n T7 r-nc 1 <:\T - fll 4. 1 4- —— m (C 7)X IT 7 ) — ' I S COS I COT y — 01 T J. -t- —— - ~~TT—rp \\-. I I

R " R

which defines the x-coordinate. The derivative of (C.7) is

y(i7) = -H e~
hT7 L sinLi7 - 0) +h cos Li7 - ell (C.8)

and (C.8) defines the y-coordinate. H and 9 are unknown con-

stants which are evaluated by substituting x(0) = x and

y(0) = y? into (C.7) and (C.8). Equations (C.7) and (C.8) are

evaluated for incremental values of T from T = 0.0 to 0.042 to

obtain the trajectory from P to P . The final value of
7 8
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T? = 0.042 at P8 is obtained from T? = uo [(T/2) -a]. P8 is the

final point in the limit cycle and for steady-state conditions

should have the same coordinates as PQ.

Comparison of the experimental and theoretical limit-

cycles. The experimental and theoretical limit cycles in Fig.

C.5 compare very closely. The experimental jumps from PO to P

at turn-on and from P to P at turn-off are slightly greater

than the theoretical jumps. This difference could be caused by

inaccuracies in the measurements of the numerical values given

in Table C.2 or by parasitic circuit elements that were present

but not considered in the analysis. This difference may also be

caused by the finite switching time which exists experimentally

and for which the theoretical analysis assumes instantaneous

switching. The effect of the parasitic circuit elements should

be the greatest effect because the differences in the slopes of

the trajectories from P to P and the general difference in the

nature of the trajectories from PS to Pg is the result of the

unpredicted curvature in v(t) immediately after turn-on and

turn-off as shown in Fig. C.3 and is attributed to parasitic cir-

cuit elements.

It is interesting to note that the theoretical trajectory

passes directly through the initial point PQ in attaining point

P8. This phenomenum is probably coincidental; however, if Pg

and the entire lift side of the limit cycle were displaced in

the negative x direction until the theoretical xg equals the
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experimental x , P would be closer to P . This leads to the
^ 5 8 0

conclusion that the difference in the jump at turn-off may at

least be partially responsible for P8 not being the same point

as PQ.

Experimental verification of the sequence functions.

There are two equations (152) and (162) in Chapter IV which are

derived using sequence function analysis. These equations com-

pletely define the steady-state conditions of the converter an-

alyzed in Chapter IV. Equation (152) is obtained by equating x

and x3 from (150) and (151).

To verify (152), x2 and X3 are evaluated using (150),

(151), and the conditions given in Table C.2 yielding

x = 0.02209607 and x = 0.02212789. The difference,

x3 - xz = 3.182 xio~ , is practically negligible.

Equation (162) is verified by substituting the circuit

conditions from Table C.2 into (157) and (161) to obtain

x = -0.023485052 and x = -0.026003728. The difference x -x
6 7 6 7

is 2.518676 xio~ . The differences x, - x, and xc - x, are small3 2 6 7

enough to conclude that the sequence function equations are ex-

perimentally verified.
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